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Abstract
A large-scale investigation into the perception of contrast in color images was performed.
Experiments were performed to determine the influence of image lightness, chroma, and
sharpness transforms on perceived image contrast and observer preference. The
influence of lightness, chroma, and sharpness manipulations was investigated separately
by independent soft-copy, paired-comparison tests of contrast perception and image
preference. The perception of contrast between images ofdifferent transforms and
different subject matter was also investigated as was the perception of image contrast
relative to the most preferred image manipulation. In all, five experiments of contrast
perception and four experiments of image preference were performed by at least thirty-
two observers each.
Results of the lightness, chroma, and sharpness-contrast experiments indicate perceived
image contrast is a function ofmultiple image characteristics as opposed to simply being
a function of the dynamic range of image intensity. In the Lightness-Contrast
Experiments, images of identical white and black points were scaled to have significant
differences in contrast based on their manipulations from the original image. In the
Chroma-Contrast Experiments, images of identical lightness channels were scaled to
have significant differences in perceived contrast due to relative chroma amount. In the
Sharpness-Contrast Experiments, images of identical white and black points were scaled
to have significantly different levels ofperceived contrast due to sharpness. In the
Scale-
Linking Experiment, it was found that images of the above manipulations could be scaled
similarly for perceived contrast. All scales ofperceived contrast and image preference
were found to be image independent among pictorial images.
Empirical modeling ofperceived contrast indicates differences in perceived contrast can
be quantified as a function of image colorimetry, independent of original scene
information.
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1. Introduction
Basic colorimetry has long been used to identify the degree to which pairs of colored
patches match under specified viewing conditions. Mathematical equations such as CIE
AEab , A4 and CIEDE2000 are increasingly more complex and robust tools used to
quantify the perceived difference between two colors. When attempting to quantify the
perceptual difference between a pair of color images (an original and reproduction, for
example) the problem become more complex. A natural first attempt to quantify the
difference between the image pair could be to utilize the color-difference equations of
basic colorimetry in an image element-wise (pixel-wise) manner. Pixel-wise statistics
such as an average or standard deviation color difference (a9'4,
a1
(Af1^)) are quite
common in image analyses. Shortcomings of an average pixel-wise color difference as a
degree ofdifference between an image pair have been discussed (Johnson, 2001). The
development of an image difference (fidelity) metric incorporatingmore parameters than
simply a mean pixel-wise color difference metric is thus necessary. Such image fidelity
models and algorithms have been proposed (Zhang et al., 1997; Daly, 1993; Johnson,
2001) and continue to be developed (Fairchild, 2002).
Assuming differences are present in an image pair, it is natural to investigate
which of the images is ofhigher quality. The ability to utilize an image quality metric in
the design of an imaging system would enable imaging system manufacturers to weigh
the importance ofvarious colorimetric and perceptual errors on the quality of their
reproductions. An image quality model would also enable the imaging system
manufacturer to determine the amount of error allowable in the system. The ability to
determine system error and its affect on the quality of the reproductions would be a
tremendous tool for the imaging industry.
A robust image quality or image difference algorithm should employ colorimetric
and perceptual characteristics of the image pair. Image contrast is one such characteristic
that is described as both a physical and perceptual attribute of images. In vision science,
contrast defines the perception of spatial variation. There has been a good deal of
research on contrast in the visual science community. The contrast ofuniform patches on
a uniform background, contrast of grayscale sinusoids, and contrast of colored text on a
uniform colored background have been researched extensively. This type of research is
typically the base of contrast-sensitivity function (CSF) parameters utilized in image
difference/qualitymodels (Johnson, 2002). Contrast metrics dealing with these simple
situations are typically a weighted ratio ofmeasurable foreground and background
characteristics (luminance, CIELAB L*, etc.). Although contrast defined as some ratio of
luminances (such as Michelson contrast) may be appropriate when dealing with sinusoids
or uniform patches, a luminance ratio does not necessarily correspond with perceived
contrast in color images. When dealing with complex images (especially ofvarious
sizes) the use of the maximum and
minimum luminance pixels do not coincide with
perception ofcontrast over the entire image. Depending on the image subject matter,
artifacts such as a speckle highlight could cause a luminance-based contrast metric to fall
apart. A preferred version of an image may have the same luminance-based contrast as
an undesirable overexposed or underexposed reproduction of that image with these
simple metrics.
The term contrast in color imaging is commonly used as an overall image
attribute. For the purposes of this research, image contrast is defined below.
Image contrast: the rate ofchange ofthe relative luminance of image elements ofa
reproduction as afunction ofthe relative luminance ofthe same image elements ofthe
original image. (Fairchild, 1995)
In the imaging community, research on perceived image contrast has been largely based
on environmental aspects of an image or viewing system. Environmental aspects such as
luminance level (Stevens Effect, Hunt Effect) or surround (Bartleson-Breneman
Equations) have been proven significant in image contrast perception (see Fairchild,
1998). To differentiate image contrast from perceived image contrast, the following
definition is used:
Perceived image contrast: theperception ofthe rate ofchange of the relative luminance
of image elements ofa reproduction as a
function of the relative luminance ofthe same
image elements ofthepreferred/ideal version of
the image
Image contrast is commonly defined in terms of an image tone reproduction curve
(TRC). In image capture, the TRC represents the transformation from the actual scene
luminance to the luminance of the captured image. The transform from scene luminance
to image luminance yields the contrast of the imaging system. In image reproduction, the
TRC often represents the luminance transform from an original image to its reproduction.
Contrast in the image-reproduction sense is commonly thought of as the
straight-line
portion of the TRC between an image and its reproduction. The transform from original
to reproduction results in image contrast (as defined above). The transformation in
Figure 1-1 represents such a TRC. The term gamma (y) is often used to describe this

















Figure 1-1. Example of a
"sigmoidal"
tone reproduction curve (TRC).
This straight-line portion of a TRC represents the midtone region of the image, where
there is a consistent separation of tone. A preliminary difficulty in using a TRC's gamma
to define contrast is the need for a very well behaved TRC. Image luminance
reproduction curves are rarely of the ideal sigmoidal nature where derivatives can be used
to find the point of inflection where contrast should be calculated.
Aside from difficulty in managing the physical nature of the TRC, a shortcoming
in defining image contrast in terms of a TRC requires an original and a reproduction.
Contrast defined by a TRC also makes it possible for two images to have similar
"gammas"
despite having very differentwhite and black points, in which case the images
may have very different perceptual contrasts. The TRC also does not contain any color
information, therefore a TRC-based contrast definition assumes images have the same
contrast as long as their achromatic information is the same. For these and other reasons,
using characteristics of a TRC to define the perception of contrast in images is inadequate
when the degree ofperceived contrast of a single image is desired.
The perception of contrast in a single color image is sometimes considered to be a
function of the image dynamic range. Images with a narrow distribution in dynamic
range are thought to be of low contrast; images with a wide dynamic range can be
considered ofhigh contrast. Images with histograms low in the midtone regions and high
in the light and dark regions can be considered "too
contrasty."
In digital imaging,
histogram explosion and histogram equalization are methods commonly used to utilize
the full dynamic range possible and increase contrast (Mlsna et al., 1996; Tumblin et al.,
1999). Despite these methods of "contrast
enhancement,"
there is only a single image
being manipulated although changes in contrast are perceived. In these single image
manipulations it may be possible that the manipulated image is being judged relative to
the image before manipulation. If this is the case, then contrast might be judged between
an image and a manipulated version of that image. Since these histogram manipulation
methods are capable ofmanipulating perceived contrast, it may be possible to describe
contrast based on physical parameters of the image.
The following examples motivate this definition: supposing a user with
knowledge of the above histogram manipulations is given the task of generating his
preferred contrast level of a digital image. How does he determine if the image contrast
should be increased or decreased? Single images are commonly described to be of low or
high contrast. However, one cannot describe the contrast of a single image in terms of
TRC characteristics. If the user decides his image is "too
contrasty"
it may be possible
that he is judging the image relative to what he feels the image should look like. If this is
the case, it is possible that the perception of contrast in an image is some relationship
between the presented image and the user's preferred or ideal version of that image.
Another shortcoming ofdefining contrast in terms of a TRC is the terminology
original and reproduction. Suppose an experiment is designed where an observer is
given two reproductions of an image and asked to select the image he perceives to be of
higher contrast. In most likelihood the observer will make his decision based on the two
images in front ofhim. In this experiment, the observer selects the image he perceives to
be ofhigher contrast. It may be that the observer judges the contrast of the image
reproductions relative to each other. In this case, the observer may select the higher
contrast image based on some mental transformation from one image to the other.
Another possibility may be the observer judges the contrast of each image reproduction
relative to what he perceives to be his preferred version of the image. In this case, the
observer may be judging a hypothetical transformation between each test image and his
mental version of the preferred image. Although it may not be possible to determine
what
observers'
ideal or preferred internal representation of an image looks like, it seems
quite reasonable that the judgments ofperceived contrast for various image




When dealing with image quality or image difference, one must take into account
the physical (measurable) characteristics of the image, perceptual image characteristics,
and viewing environment parameters. Physical characteristics may be white point, black
point and gray balance. Perceptual parameters may include colorfulness, perceived
contrast and naturalness. Environmental parameters such as illumination, surround, and
degree of adaptation have been shown to have significant affect on image perception
(Fairchild, 1995, 1999; Daniels, 1997). Oftentimes, limitations of the imaging system
hardware provide boundaries affecting both the perceptual and physical characteristics of
the image. Resolution limitations affect sharpness, reflectance spectra ofprinter inks
determine gamut and influence characteristics such as black point and colorfulness. The
characteristic of image contrast is a function of the perceptual, environmental and
physical aspects of the image. There are several important questions one should address
when developing a metric for perceived contrast in color images. Should the contrast
metric be relative or absolute? Should the metric be image independent? Should
achromatic and chromatic versions of the same image have the same contrast? What
physical attributes of the image should be incorporated in the contrast metric? Will the
metric work for both natural and unnatural images, where naturalness is defined as the
conformity of the image to the ideas and expectations the observers have about the
original scene at the time the picture was being taken (de Ridder, 1996).
The goal of this research is to contribute information relating to the perception of
contrast in digital color images. This task is approached through the generation of a
large-scale psychophysical data set ofperceived contrast in color images. The effect of
common achromatic manipulations on the perception of image contrast is investigated
experimentally. Also investigated are the role of chroma and sharpness in image contrast
perception. The task ofproving or refuting common myths and assumptions relating
image chroma and sharpness to perceived contrast in color images is investigated
experimentally. The ultimate goal of this research is the development of a metric of
perceived image contrast for incorporation into both color image difference and color
image qualitymodels.
2. Background
One shortcoming of the traditional definition image of contrast based on the slope a
portion of a TRC, for example, lies in the need for an original and a reproduction. As
long as image contrast is defined in terms of a reproduction, by definition, a pair of
images must be present in order for contrast to exist. By defining contrast in terms of a
reproduction, contrast in a single image cannot be defined. This being said, it is possible




It is important here to note the distinction between physical image contrast (also
referred to as image contrast) and perceived image contrast (also referred to as perceived
contrast or contrastness). Image contrast as defined previously is appropriate for a
physical measure of contrast between an original and a reproduction. The definition of
image contrast in terms of relative luminances is consistent with the imaging industry and
research in vision science. For reasons discussed previously and throughout this
research, it is believed the definition ofphysical image contrast does not correlate with
the perception of image contrast.
A tremendous advantage ofdigital imaging research is the ability to separate and
manipulate individual aspects of the image (CIELAB L*, a*,
b*
values and individual
RGB channels, for example) while leaving some aspects of the image unchanged. For
example, if a conventional photographer were wishing to increase contrast, a full
lightness manipulation in subtractive film would require manipulation of the cyan,
magenta, and yellow channels of the image. Using digital imaging, if one were to
manipulate lightness-contrast defined in terms ofTRC, one canmanipulate the image





2.1 PastResearch on Contrast
Contrast of sinusoids or uniform patches on a uniform background is typically defined in
terms of luminance, independent of chroma. Michelson contrast, shown in Equation 2.1,
conventionally used in quantifying contrast of sinusoidal gratings, is defined as the ratio











Michelson contrast is also commonly used as a factor in metrics describing the contrast of
uniform patches on a uniform background. In applications where patches are either
achromatic or chromatic, the presence of chroma is typically ignored. A contrast metric
as simple as Michelson contrast is not adequate for complex images since only the
maximum and minimum luminance image elements are considered.
These types of formulae may be appropriate for contrast ofpatches, sinusoids, or
text, but are not adequate when dealing with images. For example, a smooth grayscale
gradient can have the same Michelson contrast as a patch ofwhite on black surround,
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which can have the same Michelson contrast as a natural image whether color or
grayscale.
Although Michelson contrast is regularly used to quantify contrast in sinusoidal
gratings, there is no correlate for the effect of chrominance on contrast in gratings.
Switkes and Crongle (1999) performed a comparison on
observers'
ability to match
sinusoidal gratings differing in chrominance and luminance. In this research, it was
learned that contrast matches could be made between gratings which differ along the
chrominance and luminance dimensions. Chromatic and achromatic contrast in these
experiments was determined by observers obtaining a perceptual match between the
contrast of two gratings whose chromaticities or luminances varied along differing
chromatic directions (axes): achromatic luminance, S-cone activation, L-andM-cone
activation, L-cone activation, andM-cone activation. These experiments resulted in a
scaling factor to be multiplied by cone-contrast to achieve the equivalent luminance
contrast of a sinusoidal grating.
Shevell (1993) discusses how the appearance of a colored patch is a function of
the light falling at the edges of the patch (contrast) and the scene beyond the patch edges
(context). It can be inferred from this statement that contrast of a complex scene must
incorporate more than simple patch contrast methods.
Yu et al. (2001) performed experiments judging contrast of sinusoidal gratings on
sinusoidal backgrounds ofvarious orientations and brightnesses. Surround contrast
effects were found to be dependent on phase and frequency.
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Research on the contrast of colored text on a colored background has
acknowledged the influence of chroma on contrast although this influence is small
relative to luminance contrast. The influence of chroma on contrast perception in text has
been examined by Spenkelink and Besuijen (1994). Equations 2.2 - 2.4 were









These equations have similarities common to contrast luminance ratios, as well as sum-
squared differences common to color difference formulae. In most cases of simultaneous
contrast, the luminance contrast term PLCR will be much greater than the PCCR term
and PCR will be approximately equal to PLCR. An example would be black text on a
white background does not have significantly more contrast than white text on a black
background. At lower luminance levels (PLCR) the influence of chroma on contrast is
significant. Colored text on a colored background of equal luminance can exhibit
different levels of contrast depending on their chromaticities. CIELUV chromaticitywas
concluded to be significant on the perception of contrast in text at low luminance levels.
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2.2 Past Research on Image Contrast
The role of surround on the perceived contrast of images has been investigated (Bartleson
and Breneman, 1967; Fairchild, 1995). It has been determined that a white background
increases perceived image contrast, making dark areas appear darker, thus giving the
perception of a larger dynamic range. A dark surround reduces perceived image contrast
by making the dark regions appear lighter relative to the light regions. A reduced
dynamic range is therefore perceived. The perception of the reduced dynamic range can
be thought of in terms ofMichelson contrast as the ratio ofperceived luminances.
Fairchild (1995) defines several terms relevant to this research. Brightness,
lightness, luminance, and contrast are defined. Contrast is defined as the rate of change
of the relative luminance of image elements of a reproduction as a function of the relative
luminance of the same image elements of the original image. This definition relates
specifically to "image
contrast"
as opposed to colored patches. It is discussed how image
contrast and perceived chroma change with surround luminance. The impact of surround
on contrastmust therefore be considered in the proposed experiments. It is mentioned,
however, that the surround effects on contrast may be less apparent on a CRT display.
Performing the proposed experiments on backgrounds ofdifferent luminances would test
that possibility. Applications of the RLAB color space and its uses in device independent
color imaging are discussed.
Dainels, et al. (1997), define actual ranges for the effect on surround on image
contrast. Ranges are given in terms of gamma defined as slope of the TRC. For accurate
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lightness-contrast reproduction between light surround and dark surround conditions a
gamma of 1 .00: 1.16 was used. For lightness-contrast reproduction between average
surround and dark surround viewing conditions, gamma of 1 .00: 1 .06 was used. Results
are somewhat scene dependent.
Roufs (1997) studied image quality and brightness contrast as a function of
physical system parameter gamma on television. The optimal gamma was scene
dependent. Global brightness contrast was determined to be the dominant factor for
quality. The optimal gamma (1.2-1.3) was found to be independent of color. In a study
of luminance distribution on global brightness contrast, global brightness contrast of
grayscale gaussians ofvarious sizes was found to be independent of area. The ratio
log(Lmax/Lmu1) was found to be an adequate physical measure for global brightness
contrast of a complex scene.
Contrast in film and photographic processes is extensively discussed by Stroebel
et al. (1986). The physical aspects of contrast are discussed while the perceptual aspects
of contrast are ignored. Contrast is discussed relative to achromatic and chromatic image
information. Of the several available measures of the contrast ofphotographic materials,
gamma has the longest record ofuse. Gamma is defined as the slope of the straight-line
section of the D-log H curve. The luminance ratio provides valuable information about
the overall contrast of the scene. Scenes with luminance ratios close to 160:1 are said to
be ofnormal contrast, the scene has more than normal contrast is referred to as a
contrasty subject, those with a lower luminance ratio are said to be flat.
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Contrast relative to the chromatic information in an image was discussed in a
transparency sense. If a color transparency were printed using white light onto
panchromatic black and white negative material, the resulting black and white image
would show a high density in the areas that are light in the transparency and low density
in the areas where the transparency was dark. If this image were exactly superimposed
upon the original color transparency, the total contrast of the combined images
(transparency and the negative image) would be less than that of the transparency alone.
This negative image is called a contrast-reducingmask because it reduces the overall
contrast of the transparency.
Many color-transparencymaterials reproduce some hues lighter than they should
be, while others are reproduced darker than they should be. For example, since cyan dye
contains the greatest amount ofunwanted absorptions, the colors associated with that dye,
such as cyan, green, and blue typically are reproduced as being too dark. Since the
yellow dye shows the least amount ofunwanted absorption, it is reproduced at nearly the
correct level or lighter. Consequently, there can be a noticeable change in the contrast
between the yellow and blue hues of the transparency. Masking mayminimize such an
error in color contrast. The color transparency is printed on a black and white
panchromatic film, using a colored filter for the mask exposure.
Zhang et al. (1997) describe methods for color image fidelity. Both methods deal
with contrast as luminance contrast, saying color contrast is negligible at luminance
levels necessary for imaging applications.
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If it is possible to determine the physical parameters of a preferred version of an
image then it may be possible to create a preferred image using these parameters. The
lightness TRC used to produce the appearance of the preferred image could contain
information regarding the perceptual contrast of the reproduction relative to the preferred
image. The same principles should be applicable for both lightness reproduction and
color reproduction. Transformations of chroma and hue to achieve the physical
parameters of the preferred image could present similar information.
2.3 PastResearch on the Helmholtz-Kohlrausch Effect
The influence of chroma on the perception of contrast in text and gratings begs the
question if chroma could influence the perception of contrast in images. One reason to
investigate the influence of chroma on image contrast is the Helmholtz-Kohlrausch effect
(H-K effect). The H-K effect is commonly referred to as the increase in brightness of
equiluminance lights with increasing saturation. Despite the fact that a great deal of
research has been performed on this effect for illumination, the H-K effect has not been
extensively researched in object colors and has been mostly ignored in imaging
applications. In the case of object colors, the Helmholtz-Kohlrausch effect is redefined
as the perception of increasing lightness as chroma increases in colors of equal
luminance. The H-K effect on object colors has been investigated for several color
spaces (Nayatani, 1996a, 1996b, 1997, 1998; Fairchild, 1991). Results of such studies
have shown the perceived increase in the achromatic response of object colors is a
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function ofboth chroma and hue angle. Increases in brightness have been shown to be
most significant for blue colors and least significant for yellow colors. Red and green
colors have similar perceived lightness increases.
When dealing with imaging applications, it must be kept in mind that the H-K
effect can only increase the perceived lightness of image elements. When comparing a
full color image to its grayscale version, models of the H-K effect would increase the
mean perceived lightness of the image. Since the H-K effect requires chroma to increase
perceived lightness, the image black point would remain the same. Therefore a color
image compared to its grayscale version would appear brighter on average, but would
maintain the same black point. It is believed this phenomenon would result in a
perception of increased contrast.
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3. Experimental
In this chapter the general experimental setup is described, as is an overview of the
psychophysical experiments performed.
3.1 Experimental Setup
The devices used for image display and colorimetric measurements are described in the
following sections. Viewing device characterizationmethods, viewing device
colorimetry and viewing conditions are discussed in detail.
3.1.1 Device Specifications
The viewing device selected for this research was a
22"
Apple Cinema Display LCD
(1600 x 1024 pixels, 86 pixels-per-inch). This monitor was used for all experiments. It
was chosen due to its size
(22"
diagonal) and aspect ratio (16x10) lending itselfwell to
paired-comparison testing, as well as high image quality and contrast ratio. The Apple
Cinema Displaywas driven by an Apple PowerMacintosh G4 system.
3.1.2 Device Characterization
The Apple Cinema Displaymonitor was characterized in
accordance with the procedure
outlined by Fairchild andWyble (1998). All
measurements were taken in a darkened
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room commonly used for psychophysical experimentation. Luminance measurements
were made using a Photoresearch Spectrascan 650 (PR 650) spectroradiometer. The PR
650 was given a one-hour warmup time. Colorimetric measurements were made using an
LMTC12 10 colorimeter. The colorimeter was given a two-hour warmup time. The
monitor was given a two-hour warmup time. The monitor was set at its highest
brightness level. The colorimeter was placed as close to the monitor as possible without
corning in contact with the monitor screen. Colorimetric measurements (CIE XYZ
tristimulus values) were transcribed by hand from the LMT C1210. Measurements were
taken off a centered square patch (500 x 500 pixels) generated in IDL 5.3. The remainder
of the display was filled with amedium gray background ofRGB digital counts (128,
128, 128).
Measurements ofCIE XYZ tristimulus values were measured at 52 digital count
levels (17 for each of the RGB channels individually). Ramps ofRGB digital counts (0,
5, 11, 17,24,31,39,48,57,68,80,94, 110, 130, 156, 193, 255) were measured for each
channel three times and averaged.
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3.1.2.1 Stability ofPrimaries
Using the RGB ramp data described above, measured CIE XYZ tristimulus values were
converted to chromaticity coordinates and plotted on the spectrum locus (Figure 3-1 to
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Figure 3-1. Chromaticity coordinates of increasing monitor luminances.
From Figure 3-1 a shifting of chromaticitywith digital count level is observed. It was
determined the shifting ofdisplay chromaticities was attributed to light leakage at the
monitor black point. RGB ramp data was corrected by subtracting the black point
tristimulus values from all measured tristimulus values. Having corrected for LCD black
point leakage, corrected chromaticity coordinates were generated as shown in Figure 3-2.
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There is one point on both the R and G ramps that does not fit the chromaticity of the
other points. That point corresponds to digital count 5 on both ramps. The error at dark
levels could be attributed to difficulty in measurement (see Berns et al., 2002). Since the







Figure 3-2. Chromaticity coordinates of increasing monitor brightnesses corrected for LCD black
point leakage.
3.1.2.2 Luminance, Contrast andAdditivity
White point and black point luminance were measured using the Photoresearch
Spectrascan 650. The tristimulus values of the RGB primaries, white point and black
point were measured with the LMT. Using the measured Y, the additivity of the monitor
primaries was evaluated (Table 3-1). Luminance additivity error was determined by
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dividing the white point (255, 255, 255) luminance by the sum of the full RGB signal
luminances. A 1% error between luminances was calculated. This degree of accuracy
indicates sufficient luminance additivity.
Color (dr, da, db) PR 650cd/rnA2
R (255, 0, 0)
G (0, 255, 0)
B (0, 0, 255)
K (0, 0, 0)
R+G+B









Table 3-1. Measured luminances ofmonitor primaries, white and black points, sum ofRGB
luminances, and percent luminance additivity error. Measurements taken with the Photoresearch
650.
The luminance contrast ratio of the monitor (ratio ofwhite point luminance to black point
luminance) is approximately 307:1.
Additivity ofprimaries is evaluated by comparing the sum of the measured RGB
peak signal tristimulus values to the measured monitor white point tristimulus values
(Table 3-2).
Color (dr, dq, db) X Y Z
R (255, 0, 0) 41.38 22.16 0.49
G (0, 255, 0) 25.05 51.42 5.44
B (0, 0, 255) 11.01 9.74 56.09
K (0, 0, 0) 0.36 0.37 0.33
R+G+B 77.45 83.32 62.01
W (255, 255, 255) 77.80 83.68 62.35
% error: W/1R+G+B) 1.00 1.00 1.01
Table 3-2. Measured tristimulus values ofmonitor primaries, white and black points, sum ofRGB
channels, and percent colorimetric additivity
error. Measurements taken with LMT C1210
colorimeter.
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For each ofX, Y, Z, there is approximately a 1% additivity error. The high degree of
additivity justifies use of a 3x3 matrix for transformation ofprimaries.
3.1.2.3 Primary Transform Matrix and Inverse
The matrix used for transforming from RGB signals to XYZ tristimulus values was
derived from XYZ measurements of the full RGB channels minus the tristimulus values
of the black point. The reverse transformation is the matrix inverse (Equations 3.1 and
3.2).
X 41.38 25.05 11.01 R
Y = 22.16 51.42 9.74 G
Z 0.49 5.44 56.09 B
"0.0324658 -0.0154260 ~X
G = -0.0141946 0.0265546 -0.0018254 Y
B O.OC 10943 -0.0024406 0.0180379 Z
(3.1)
(3.2)
Rather than fitting an electro-optical transfer function to the ramp data, three one-
dimensional lookup tables (LUTs) were generated to fit the RGB ramp data. The
correspondence between the LUTs and the measured tristimulus values is illustrated in
Figures 3-3 to 3-5. For the characterization data set, the monitor forward model had an
accuracy of A/?*4 = 0. 19 . On an independent verification test of27 colors, the forward
monitor characterization had an accuracy of AE'94 = 0.24 . The above transformation
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Figure 3-5. Blue channel lookup tables and their correspondence
with measured ramp data.
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The inverse monitor model was the transformation from CIELAB units to digital
counts. A standard transformation from CIELAB to CIEXYZ was used. CIE tristimulus
values were transformed to RGB signals by the inverse of the primarymatrix used above.
The inverse transform in shown in Equation 3.2. RGB signals were then transformed to
RGB digital counts bymeans of a lookup table. Accuracy of the complete monitor model
was evaluated by taking input digital counts, transforming to CIELAB, transformed back
to digital counts, then transformed back to CIELAB. Color differences were then taken
between those CIELAB coordinates and the CIELAB coordinates of the measured values
of the original digital counts. For the characterization data set, the complete monitor
model had an accuracy of AZs9*4 = 0.37 . On an independent verification test of27
distributed colors (combinations ofdigital counts 20, 80, 200), the complete monitor
model had an accuracy of AE4 = 0.38 .
3.1.3 Viewing Conditions
All experiments were performed in a darkened room identical to the characterization
conditions. The monitor was set to its highest brightness level. Observers were seated
approximately 24-36 inches from the monitor screen. This distance
corresponds to
approximately 45 pixels per degree (22.5 cpd).
Observers positioned themselves
comfortably at that distance, centered to the monitor screen.
Observers were given the
opportunity to listen to music while performing




For this research, soft-copy paired-comparison experiments were used in an attempt to
scale the perception of image contrast for each of the test images and then link separate
scales together. Two types ofpaired-comparison tests were administered for each group
of experiments unless otherwise noted. In the Image Preference Test observers made
judgments ofwhich of a pair of images was preferred. In the Image-Contrast Perception
Test observers made judgments ofwhich of a pair of images had higher contrast.
Experiments used to generate scales ofpreference and contrast are referred to as
Lightness-Contrast Experiments, Chroma-Contrast Experiments, and Sharpness-Contrast
Experiments. Experiments used to link the results of the previous experiments referred to
as the Scale-Linking Experiments and the Inter-Image Contrast ScalingExperiment. The
Lightness-Contrast Experiments, Chroma-Contrast Experiments, Sharpness-Contrast
Experiments, and Scale-Linking Experiments consisted of the Image Preference Test and
the Image-Contrast Perception Test. The Inter-Image Contrast Scaling Experiment
consisted ofjust the Image-Contrast Perception Test.
Observers were positioned in the viewing conditions described previously. A
paired comparison graphical user interface (GUI) written by Garrett Johnson in IDL 5.3
on aMac platform was used to display images and record observations. A two-mouse
selection GUI was used, where the right mouse corresponded to a
selection of the image
on the right, and the left mouse corresponded to
a selection of the image on the left.
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3.2.1 Test Images
There were six test images selected for this research. These test images were selected
from the Corbis collection available at http://www.corbis.com. Images were selected
due to their color and spatial characteristics, as well as their subject matter. With respect
to subject matter, five images were pictorial, and one was a medical image. The six
images selected are hereafter referred to as test images. Test images were named
wakeboarder, brainscan, pyramid, couple, fruits & veggies, and dinner. Images with
corresponding names and size in pixels are shown in Figures 3-6 to 3-11.























couple (320 x 480) fruits & veggies (614x480)
dinner (384 x 480)
Figures 3-6 to 3-11. Test images selected for this research with
their corresponding size in pixels.
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The initial colorimetry of these scenes was unknown; therefore the monitor
characterization was used to generate image colorimetry for manipulation and analysis.
An assumption of this research is that image contrast can be perceived independent of the
relationship between an image and its original scene. Therefore the relationship between
the image data and their original scenes was not important. The unmanipulated RGB
images were considered the originals but this description was not indicative of any
particular image attributes such as preference or idealness.
3.2.2 Experimental Images Image Manipulations
One goal of this research was to scale how common image manipulations affect the
perception of image contrast. Image manipulations consisted of alterations to lightness
channel transfer functions, chroma channel scaling, and lightness channel sharpening.
3.2.2.1 Lightness-Contrast Experiment Images
For the Lightness-Contrast Experiments, lightness channel transfer functions were
applied to the
L*
channel of the original RGB test images. All image manipulations were
performed in IDL 5.5 forMicrosoftWindows. To get a distribution ofcontrast levels, 20
lightness transfer functions were chosen. Lightness channel (CIELAB L*) transfer
functions chosen were seven sigmoidal functions, four power functions, eight linear
functions, (see Figures 3-12 to 3-14) and one
histogram-equalization. Of the seven
sigmoidal functions, four were generated by cumulative
normal functions of full-width at
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half-height 10, 15, 20, and 25. Images of these transfer functions are named increase
sigmoid 10, 15, 20, 25. Three additional functions were generated by reflecting sigmoids
increase sigmoid 15, 20 and 25 about a line of slope 1 (images of these transfer functions
are named decrease sigmoid 15, 20, 25).
Input (original) image L Input (original) image
L* Input (original) image
L*
Figures 3-12, 3-13, 3-14. Examples of linear, sigmoidal, and power lightness transfer functions.
Power functions applied to the image lightness channel were ofmagnitude 0.90, 0.95,
1.00, and 1.05 (namedpow 0.90, 0.95, 1.00, 1.05). Linear functions applied
to the image
lightness channel were of slope 1.20, 1.15, 1.10, 1.05, 0.95, 0.90, 0.85, and 0.80 (named
lin 0.20, 0.15, 0.10, 0.05, -0.05, -0.10, -0.15, -0.20). The
histogram equalization method




channel to ensure all lightness values are present equally in the
image
L* histogram. This being said,
L* histogram-equalized images should have an
equal number ofpixels for each lightness value.
Lightness transfer functions were
applied uniformly to the
L*
channels of the six test images, except for the histogram
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equalization performed on the brainscan image. Due to the significant black background




For the Chroma-Contrast Experiments, the chroma channel of the most preferred image
from the Lightness-Contrast Experiments (decrease sigmoid 20) was manipulated for
each test image. The decrease sigmoid 20 image digital counts were transformed to
CIELCh coordinates. Image chroma (CIELAB C*ab ) was scaled in 20% intervals.
Images were generated having 0%, 20%, 40%, 60%, 80%, 100% and 120% of original
image chroma (images were named 0.0c, 0.2c, 0.4c, 0.6c, 0.8c, 1.0c, and 1.2c). The
scaled chroma channels were then combined with the lightness and hue channels of the
original image. This procedure resulted in seven images of identical lightness and hue
channels, with different chroma channels. Chroma scaling generated realistic images all
within the monitor gamut, thus avoiding gamut mapping.
3.2.2.3 Sharpness-Contrast Experiment Images
For the Sharpness-Contrast Experiments, the lightness channel of the most preferred
image from the Lightness-Contrast Experiments (decrease sigmoid 20) was manipulated
for sharpness. Sharpening was performed using the Adobe Photoshop unsharp
mask
tool. Adobe Photoshop version 6.0 was used on a
Windows 2000 platform.
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The decrease sigmoid 20 image digital counts were transformed to CIELAB
coordinates using the monitor forward model. Image lightness channels was removed
from the color channels, passed through the inverse monitor model and written out as
RGB images in TIFF format. The TIFF images were then opened in Photoshop where
the unsharp mask filter was applied with radius = 2.0 and amount = 0, 25, 50, 75, 100,
150, 200, and 250. Sharpened images were saved in TIFF format. Sharpened images
were then passed through the monitor forward model into CIELAB coordinates. The
lightness channels of the sharpened images were then substituted for the original
lightness channels of the decrease sigmoid 20 images. For each test image, this
procedure resulted in eight image manipulations, each having a different lightness
channel and identical chromatic channels (images were named Osc, 25sc, 50sc, 75sc,
WOsc, 15Osc, 200sc and 25Osc).
5.2.2A Scale-LinkingExperiments Images
The purpose of the Scale-Linking Experiments is to determine if different scales of
contrast perception can be linked together. Ifpossible, this would give an indication of
what factors a metric ofperceived image contrast might include. To link the three scales
generated previously, images from each scale were compared to each
other in an
independent experiment. No new images were generated for this experiment. Test
images were limited to the five pictorial test images omitting the brainscan image
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(reasons discussed in the future chapters). The Scale-Linking Experiments consisted of
both the Image Preference Test and the Image-Contrast Perception Test.
There were thirteen images chosen for the Scale-Linking Experiments. The five
images chosen from the Lightness-Contrast Experiments were: increase sigmoid 10,
increase sigmoid 25, decrease sigmoid 20, linear -0.15, and linear 0.15. Four images
chosen from the Chroma-Contrast Experiments were: 1.2c, 1.0c, 0.6c, and 0.2c. Four
images chosen from the Sharpness-Contrast Experiments were: 250sc, 75sc, 25sc, and
Osc.
3.2.2.5 Inter-Image Contrast ScalingExperiment Images
The purpose of the Inter-Image Contrast Scaling Experiment is to determine if observers
can scale perceived image contrast between images of different subject matter. If it is
possible for observers to scale perceived contrast between images ofdifferent subject
matter, then it may be possible to link the image-dependent scales ofperceived contrast.
The Inter-Image Contrast Scaling Experiment consisted only of the Image-Contrast
Perception Test.
Images selected for the Inter-Image Contrast Scaling Experiment were the most
preferred image manipulation from the Scale-Linking Experiments. The 25sc
manipulation of the five pictorial images was selected. Since only five images were
compared in this experiment, each pair was judged five times.
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3.2.3 Observers
One of the primary goals for this research was the generation of a large, high quality data
set ofperceived image contrast for use in image quality and image difference
model/metric generation and evaluation. For this reason, a large group ofobservers,
preferablywith a significant number of naive observers, was desired. Observers
consistedmainly ofRIT faculty, staff, graduate and undergraduate students. Expert
observers were considered to be observers with significant experience in the fields of
color imaging and image perception. Expert observers were typically faculty, staff, and
students of the Munsell Color Science Laboratory at RIT. Naive observers consisted of
RIT undergraduate students, staff, as well as others unaffiliated with RIT. All observers
had normal color vision. Observer information is shown in Table 3-3.
Experiment Name
Observer Info
Number of Observers Expert Naive
Required Definition




































All Five Experiments 7 5 2 2 7 0
Experiment Name
Ethnicity


























All Five Experiments 7 0 0 0 0
Table 3-3. Observer statistics from the five experiments. For ethnicity, C=Caucasian, A=Asian,
ME=Middle Eastern, H=Hispanic.
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In the Lightness-Contrast Experiments 32 observers were used, 16 were considered
expert observers, 16 were considered naive. In the chroma-contrast and Sharpness-
Contrast Experiment 32 observers were used, 15 expert, 17 naive. In the Scale-Linking
Experiments 32 observers were used, 16 expert, 16 naive. In the Inter-Image Contrast
Scaling Experiment, 34 observers were used, 15 expert, 19 naive.
In all the Lightness-Contrast Experiments, observer judgments were tested for
grouping with Dual Scaling analysis (Nishisato, 1994). Dual Scaling is a technique for
testing data for quantifying qualitative measures to expose the latent structure of
multidimensional data. Ifno observer differences can be determined from the Dual
Scaling analysis, then Thurstone's Law ofComparative Judgments, Case V can be used
properly. Dual Scaling was unable to be performed on the results of the other
experiments due to an inadequate number of image pairs.
3.2.4 Observer Instructions
For the Lightness-Contrast, Chroma-Contrast, Sharpness-Contrast Experiments, and
Scale-Linking Experiments, observers were given the Image Preference Test first. In the
Image Preference Test, observers were shown pairs of images and instructed to select the
image they preferred. Observers were not
instructed to on how to determine the image of
preference, therefore were allowed to
use whatever criterion they felt appropriate.
Observer instructions for the image preference tests were as follows:
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Image Preference: You will bepresentedpairs of images. Your task is to select the
imageyouprefer. Ifyou prefer the image on the left, press the button on the left mouse.
Ifyou prefer the image on the right, press the button on the right mouse.
Upon completion of the image preference experiment, observers were given an exit
survey with the following questions.
1 . Was there any image particularly easy to judge?
2. Was there any image particularly difficult to judge?
3. How do you like your steak cooked?
For questions 1 and 2, observers were given a list of the six test-image names. Observers
were allowed to select as many as they deemed appropriate. For question 3, observers
were given the following list associated with cooking levels ofmeat: well-done,
medium-well, medium, medium-rare, rare. Questions 1 and 2 were asked in anticipation
ofperforming additional experiments. Reasons for asking
question 3 include
investigating whether preference observations could make influenced on characteristics
of image subject matter as well as physical image characteristics.
All experiments, scaling and linking, required observers to perform the
Image-
Contrast Perception Test. For the Chroma-Contrast, and Sharpness-Contrast
Experiments, the same observers performed the
Image-Contrast Perception Test as the
Image Preference Test. In the Image-Contrast Perception Test, observers were presented
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pairs of images and instructed to select the image perceived to be ofhigher contrast.
Observer instructions were as follows:
You will bepresentedpairs of images. Your task is to select the imageyouperceive to be
ofhigher contrast. Ifyou perceive higher contrast in image on the left, press the button
on the leftmouse. Ifyou perceive higher contrast in the image on the right, press the
button on the rightmouse.
The instructions were intentionallyworded in such a way that observers familiar with
image contrast were allowed to use their own definition. Observers who did not
understand the concept of image contrast were given the following statement.
The image ofhigher contrast is the imageyouperceive to have more easily
distinguishable objects.
The above statement was chosen with the observer task in mind. Since observers are
choosing the image ofhigher contrast in an image pair, it was only necessary to describe
image contrast in a pair-wise manner. The difficulty ofdefining image contrast is
avoided, and example images do not need to be presented. The exit survey consisted of
only questions 1 and 2 above.
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4. Lightness-Contrast Experiments
The goal of the Lightness-Contrast Experiments was to scale the effect of common image
lightness manipulations on the perception of image contrast and image preference.
Observers performed a paired-comparison Image Preference Test of twenty
L*
manipulations of six test images. Observers then performed a paired-comparison Image-
Contrast Perception Test of the same images used in the Image Preference Test. Pairs
were only compared betweenmanipulations of like subject matter.
4.1 Observers
Thirty-two observers participated in the Lightness-Contrast Experiments, 16 were
considered expert observers, and 16 were considered naive. All observers performed
both the Image-Contrast Perception and Image-Preference Tests. Upon scale generation,
naive and expert observations were separated and compared.
4.2 Lightness-ContrastExperiment Images
For the Lightness-Contrast Experiments, all imagemanipulations were performed using
DDL 5.5 forMicrosoftWindows. To ensure a wide distribution of contrast levels, 20
lightness transfer functions were used. Lightness channel (CIELAB L*) transfer
functions chosen were seven sigmoidal functions, four power functions, eight linear
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functions, and one histogram-equalization (see Figures 4-1 to 4-3). Of the seven
sigmoidal functions, four were generated by cumulative normal functions of full-width at
half-height 10, 15, 20, and 25 (images of these transfer functions are named increase
sigmoid 10, 15, 20, 25). Three additional functions were generated by reflecting
sigmoids increase sigmoid 15, 20 and 25 about a line of slope 1 (images of these transfer
functions are named decrease sigmoid 15, 20, 25).
Input (original) image
L* Input (original) image
L* Input (original) image
L*
Figures 4-1, 4-2, 4-3. Examples of linear, sigmoidal, andpower lightness-transfer functions.
Power functions applied to the image lightness channel were ofmagnitude 0.90, 0.95,
1.00, and 1.05 (namedpow 0.90, 0.95, 1.00, 1.05). Linear functions applied to the image
lightness channel were of slope 1.20, 1.15, 1.10, 1.05, 0.95, 0.90, 0.85, and 0.80 (named
lin 0.20, 0.15, 0.10, 0.05, -0.05, -0.10, -0.15, -0.20). The histogram equalization method
used was the hist_equal function in IDL 5.5. Lightness transfer functions were applied
uniformly to the
L*
channels of the six test images, except for the histogram equalization
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performed on the brainscan image. Due to the significant black background of the
brianscan image, the histogram equalization was limited to pixels ofL* > 10.
4.3 Scale Generation
Results ofpaired-comparison observations were recorded in text files generated by the
paired-comparison software. Paired-comparison results were used to generate frequency
matrices for each test (with respect to observer), for each of the six test images.
Frequencymatrices were used to generate interval scales using the technique described
by Engledrum (2000). Thurstone's Law ofComparative Judgments, Case V, with an
incomplete data matrix was used for all scale generation. This method uses a least-
squares solution for unanimous observations. For reasons discussed later, image scale
values are averaged for all images, and for pictorial images only.
4.3.1 Perceived Lightness-Contrast Scales
Frequencymatrices generated from lightness-contrast experiment observations resulted in
six frequencymatrices ofpreference and six frequencymatrices of contrast perception
(one frequencymatrix for each of the six test images, for each of the Image Preference
and Image-Contrast Perception tests). Using the procedure described above, interval
scales of contrast and preference were generated for the twenty lightness-manipulated
images, for each of the six test images. Results of the Image-Contrast Perception Test are
shown in Table 4-1 and discussed in the Analysis section. Table 4-1 shows image
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manipulations in order ofmanipulation number (manipulation number is a nominal scale,
contains no information).
Contrast
Manip name Manip # average scale avg pictorial wakeboarder veggies pyramid | dinner couple | brainscan
dec_sig_1 5 1 -0.828 -0.955 -0.773 -0.600 -0.900 -1.166 -1.335 -0.195
dec_sig_20 2 -0.425 -0.493 -0.214 -0.350 -0.534 -0.574 -0.795 -0.082
dec_sig_25 3 -0.190 -0.234 -0.224 -0.080 -0.346 -0.322 -0.198 0.032
pow_0.900 4 -2.690 -2.720 -2.667 -2.612 -2.792 -3.082 -2.448 -2.539
pow_0.950 5 -1.676 -1.712 -1.743 -1.774 -1.773 -1.638 -1.632 -1.496
pow_1 .00 6 0.181 0.151 0.123 0.222 0.084 0.333 -0.007 0.330
pow_1 .05 7 1.265 1.350 1.146 1.325 1.406 1.468 1.403 0.843
hist_equal 8 1.133 1.130 1.242 1.378 1.417 -0.066 1.678 1.147
inc_sig_10 9 1.487 1.634 1.534 1.436 1.580 1.910 1.712 0.748
inc_sig_1 5 10 0.929 0.992 0.849 0.821 0.915 1.289 1.086 0.616
inc_sig_20 11 0.633 0.668 0.599 0.481 0.562 0.825 0.871 0.458
inc_sig_25 12 0.473 0.491 0.397 0.508 0.353 0.683 0.515 0.380
lin 0.0500 13 -0.270 -0.314 -0.344 -0.495 -0.243 -0.166 -0.320 -0.052
lin_-0.0500 14 0.457 0.456 0.511 0.352 0.493 0.613 0.310
0.465
lin_0.100 15 -0.723 -0.738 -0.761 -0.804 -0.647 -0.702 -0.775
-0.648
lin_-0.100 16 0.854 0.878 0.816 0.895 0.913 1.115 0.650
0.734
lin_0.150 17 -1.181 -1.216 -1.172 -1 .220 -1.154 -1.320 -1.212
-1.005
lin -0.150 18 1.085 1.122 1.089 1.184 1.214 1.269 0.852
0.902
lin 0.200 19 -1.618 -1.679 -1.613 -1.710 -1 .673 -1.792
-1.606 -1.312
lin -0.200 20 1.104 1.189 1.205 1.043 1.124
1.323 1.251 0.675
Table 4-1. Interval scales of perceived contrast for lightness-manipulated images. Scales were
generated for the six test images and averaged. Scale values of the five pictorial images were
averaged separately.
4.3.2 Image Preference Scales
Results of the Image Preference Test are shown in Table 4-2 and discussed
in the




Manip name Manip # average scale avg pictorial wakeboarder veggies pyramid | dinner couple brainscan
dec_sig_1 5 1 0.60 0.62 0.55 0.60 1.08 0.23 0.65 0.51
dec_sig_20 2 0.53 0.87 0.91 0.68 1.01 0.56 1.18 -1.18
dec_sig_25 3 0.78 0.82 0.89 0.65 0.77 0.61 1.20 0.58
pow_0.900 4 -1.93 -2.19 -2.25 -2.37 -2.18 -2.17 -1.98 -0.66
pow_0.950 5 -0.34 -0.56 -0.48 -1.08 -0.26 -0.83 -0.18 0.80
pow_1 .00 6 0.67 0.83 0.85 0.78 0.74 0.80 1.01 -0.17
pow_1 .05 7 -0.42 -0.63 -1.27 0.13 -0.74 -0.35 -0.93 0.61
hist_equal 8 -1.36 -1.64 -2.48 -0.56 -0.57 -1.98 -2.61 0.06
inc_sig_1 0 9 -0.89 -1.18 -0.77 -1.14 -1.27 -0.95 -1.78 0.58
inc_sig_1 5 10 0.20 0.11 0.60 0.18 -0.29 0.52 -0.46 0.66
inc_sig_20 11 0.54 0.47 0.68 0.43 0.23 0.58 0.40 0.91
inc_sig_25 12 0.65 0.68 0.79 0.62 0.44 0.89 0.66 0.53
lin_0.0500 13 0.33 0.58 0.90 0.29 0.48 0.46 0.80 -0.96
lin_-0.0500 14 0.70 0.78 0.85 0.78 0.67 0.82 0.78 0.33
lin_0.100 15 0.47 0.46 0.60 -0.07 0.64 0.20 0.91 0.52
lin_-0.100 16 0.33 0.63 0.56 0.92 0.16 0.84 0.68 -1.19
lin_0.150 17 -0.50 -0.09 0.19 -0.66 0.01 -0.33 0.32 -2.56
lin_-0.150 18 0.33 0.32 -0.02 0.88 -0.03 0.62 0.14 0.43
lin_0.200 19 -0.49 -0.65 -0.35 -1.34 -0.38 -0.90 -0.27 0.28
lin -0.200 20 -0.19 -0.22 -0.76 0.32 -0.51 0.37 -0.53 -0.06
Table 4-2. Interval scales of image preference for lightness-manipulated images. Scales were
generated for the six test images and averaged. Scale values of the five pictorial images were
averaged separately.
4.3.3 Observer Expertise Comparison
There were no significant groupings evident from the Dual Scaling (Nishisato, 1994)
analysis of the observer results (plots in Appendix 3). Scales of image preference and
perceived contrast were generated for the expert and naive groups separately. Naive
observer scale values as a function of expert observer scale values are shown in Figures
4-4 and 4-5 for image preference and perceived contrast for the six test images. For both
image preference and perceived contrast, a linear fit to the average scale values has a
slope less than one. A slope ofunity would indicate naive
observers had the same
variation in their observations as expert observers. The slope less than one indicates the
naive observers had more variability in their
observations than expert observers for both
the Image Preference and Image-Contrast Perception tests.
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Figure 4-5. Lightness-contrast experiment expert observer perceived contrast scale vs. naive
observer perceived contrast scale.
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4.4 Analysis
Scales ofperceived contrast and image preference were generated as described above. In
upcoming plots of scale values, error bars coinciding with 95% confidence limits of the





noted. In Equation 4. 1
,
S represents the scale value (either preference or perceived
contrast) and n represents the number of observers used in that test.
There were twentymanipulations of the six test images used in the
Lightness-
Contrast Experiments. Because it is of interest whether the perception of image contrast
is image independent, scales of contrast are shown with results from the six test images
simultaneously. Due to the images chosen for this research, an important factor in the
case of image independence is image naturalness. As mentioned previously, five of the
images are pictorial in nature (subject matter) and the sixth (brainscan) is medical in
nature. Because the brainscan is a pseudocolored grayscale image, it has no naturalness.
Keeping this in mind, the five pictorial images were analyzed as a separate group as well
as with the complete set of six images. If the brainscan image behaves similarly to the
pictorial images, perceived image contrast could be determined to be image and subject
matter independent.
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4.4.1 Image-Contrast Perception Analysis
Results of the Image-Contrast Perception Test are shown in Figure 4-6. Here, perceived
contrast scales are plotted as a function ofmanipulation number (images with the same
manipulation number had the same transforms applied). These results indicate
differences in perceived image contrast can be scaled similarly since similar results were
found for each image. Average scale values at each manipulation number are shown
(scale values of the test image were averaged at each manipulation number).






























Figure 4-6. Perceived image contrast scale vs. manipulation
number (See Table 4-1 for manipulation
numbers).
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Figure 4-7. Perceived image contrast scale (pictorial only) vs. manipulation number (See Table 4-1
for manipulation numbers).
Error bars representing 95% confidence limits of the mean scale are shown.
Perceived-
contrast values fall within the 95% confidence limits from the mean formost image
manipulation numbers. At several manipulation numbers, it is observed the brainscan
image falls outside of the 95% confidence limits. In Figure 4-6 manipulations of the
brainscan image are shown to fall outside the confidence limits at higher levels of
perceived contrast.
In Figure 4-7, perceived-contrast analysis is limited to pictorial images. It is
shown in this case, nearly all scale values fall within 95% limits of the mean. There is
only one occasion where an image falls
well beyond the 95% confidence range (dinner
image manipulation number 8). This image was manipulated by a histogram
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equalization, which significantly altered the appearance of the image, due to its large
number ofwhite pixels. It is believed that if a portion of the highest lightness white
pixels were excluded from the histogram equalization, then the image would fall in
within the confidence limits of the contrast scale. Perceived contrast appears to be image
independent when limited to pictorial images, and nearly image independent across all
images.
Plots ofperceived image contrast scale vs. mean image contrast scale were
generated to test the relationship between the mean contrast scale and the six test images.
Figures 4-8 and 4-9 show a linear, monotonic relationship between the individual image
scales and the mean image scale.
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Figure 4-8. Perceived image contrast scale vs. average perceived contrast scale for all images.
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2.0
Figure 4-9. Perceived image contrast scale vs. average perceived contrast scale (pictorial images
only).
Comparing Figures 4-8 and 4-8, a tighter fit to the mean is shown in when
limiting analyses to pictorial images (Figure 4-9). This relationship strengthens the
image independence aspect of the scales generated. The high correlation ofpictorial
image scales to the mean pictorial scales enables the use of the mean contrast scale as
opposed to individual image contrast scales, in later aspects of this research.
4.4.2 Image Preference Analysis
Despite having shown contrast differences as image independent with a high level of
confidence, the same cannot be said for image preference. Figures 4-10 and 4-1 1 show
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scales of image preference vs. manipulation number. It is clearly obvious there are
significant differences between how preference was judged in the brainscan image and
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manipulation number
Figure 4-10. Image preference scale vs. manipulation number (See Table 4-2 for manipulation
numbers).
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Figure 4-11. Image preference scale vs. manipulation number (pictorial only, see Table 4-2 for
manipulation numbers).
the pictorial images. In Figure 4-11, when the analyses are limited to the pictorial
images, there is significantly higher correlation. However, preference scale values fall
outside confidence limits of the mean at several image manipulation numbers.
Given the image dependent relationship between image manipulation and
preference shown above, plots of image preference scale vs. mean image preference scale
shown in Figures 4-12 do not give a highly correlated relationship. The outlier in nearly
all cases is the brainscan image. A linear, monotonic relationship is apparent, but image
independence cannot be determined with a high degree of confidence. Analysis is limited
to the pictorial images in Figure 4-13.
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Figure 4-12. Image preference scale vs. average preference scale.
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Figure 4-13. Image preference scale vs. average preference scale (pictorial only).
When limiting preference analysis to pictorial images, image preference scores have a
much greater correlation to the mean. Representing the population with the mean for
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future aspects of this research is deemed reasonable, although not ideal. It is determined
from these analyses, contrast manipulations of the brainscan image are judged differently
for preference than those same manipulations in pictorial images.
4.4.3 Image Preference vs. Perceived Contrast Analysis
Plotting the scales of image preference against the scales ofperceived-contrast of
pictorial images generates the common phychophysical relationship between preference
or quality (Engledrum, 2002; de Ridder, 1996) and perceived image attribute (also
referred to as the preference-percept relationship). The preference-percept relationship is
a non-monotonic, "inverted
U"
shape where image preference increases as a function of
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Perceived Lightness-Contrast Scale
Figure 4-14. Image preference scale vs. perceived lightness-contrast scale (pictorial only)
In Figure 4-14, image preference is shown as a function ofperceived lightness-
contrast for the five pictorial images. It appears the veggies and pyramid images have
slightly different peaks from the other images. From Figure 4-11 it was shown that on
average, there was no significant preference difference between the ten most preferred
image manipulations. Therefore, differences in the peaks ofFigure 4-14 are not
significant.
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Figure 4-15. Mean preference scale vs. mean perceived contrast scale (pictorial only)
The non-monotonic relationship is also shown in Figure 4-15 bymean image
preference plotted as a function ofmean perceived image contrast. Although there is a
range ofperceived contrast values deemed equivalent for preference, the range of
contrast values is wide enough for the increasing-decreasing trend to be apparent. This
relationship was expected, and these results strengthen the possibility that the perception
of image contrast can be modeled.
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Figure 4-16. Mean preference scale vs. mean perceived contrast scale (brainscan only).
The preference-percept relationship is not present in the brainscan image results.
There is very little correlation between preference and contrast. In Figure 4-16, attributes
of the preference-percept relationship cannot be determined. Table 4-3 gives an
indication as to the degree ofdifference between the medical image and pictorial images.
The order in which images were rated for contrast and preference shows very little













decrease sigmoid 15 1 16 15 7 9
decrease sigmoid 20 2 14 14 1 18
decrease sigmoid 25 3 12 12 3 5
power 0.90 4 20 20 20 16
power 0.95 5 19 19 15 2
power 1 .00 6 11 11 2 15
power 1 .05 7 2 3 16 4
histogram equalization 8 3 1 19 13
increase sigmoid 10 9 1 4 18 6
increase sigmoid 15 10 6 j 7 12 3
increase sigmoid 20 11 8 9 9 1
increase sigmoid 25 12 9 10 5 7
linear 0.05 13 13 13 8 17
linear -0.05 14 10 8 4 11
linear 0.10 15 15 16 10 8
linear -0.10 16 7 5 6 19
linear 0.15 17 17 17 13 20
linear -0.15 18 5 2 11 10
linear 0.20 19 18 18 17 12
linear -0.20 20 4 6 14 14
Table 4-3. Order of perceived contrast and image preference for the pictorial images and the
medical image (1 = highest scale value, 20 = lowest scale value).
4.5 Lightness-Contrast Experiments Summary
The results of the Lightness-Contrast Experiments show that lightness manipulations of
pictorial images resulting in differences in perceived contrast can be scaled in an image
independent manner with a high level of confidence. Pictorial images can be scaled for
preference with a lower level of image independence. It was also shown that a
pseudocolored medical image was scaled similarly with pictorial images for perceived
image contrast. There is a significant difference between the pseudocolored image and
the pictorial images when being scaled for preference. It is believed this difference may
be due to naturalness. Since the medical image has no naturalness, it is believed
observers used other criterion forjudging preference than were used in the natural
(pictorial) images. It is concluded from theses analyses
that similar lightness-based
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The goal of the Chroma-Contrast Experiments was to scale the effect of chroma
manipulations on the perception of image contrast and image preference. Observers
performed a paired-comparison Image Preference Test of images with seven levels of
chroma. Observers then performed a paired-comparison Image-Contrast Perception Test
of the same images used in the Image Preference Test. This test was to determine if the
perception of image contrast is independent of image chroma information. Pairs were
only compared betweenmanipulations of like subject matter. The Chroma-Contrast and
Sharpness-Contrast Experiments were run simultaneouslywith pairs intermixed.
5.1 Observers
In the Chroma-Contrast and Sharpness-Contrast Experiments 32 observers were used, 15
expert, 17 naive. All observers performed both the Image Contrast-Perception and Image
Preference Tests. Upon scale generation, nai've and expert observations were separated
and compared.
5.2 Chroma-ContrastExperiment Images
For the Chroma-Contrast Experiments, the chroma channel of themost preferred image
from the Lightness-Contrast Experiment (decrease sigmoid 20) was manipulated for each
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test image. The decrease sigmoid 20 image digital counts were transformed to CIELAB
L*C*h coordinates. Image chroma (CIELAB C*ah ) was scaled in 20% intervals. Images
were generated with 0%, 20%, 40%, 60%, 80%, 100% and 120% oforiginal image
chroma (images were named 0.0c, 0.20c, 0.40c, 0.60c, 0.80c, 1.00c, and 1.20c). The
scaled chroma channels were then recombined with the lightness and hue channels of the
original image. This procedure resulted in seven images of identical lightness and hue
channels, with different chroma channels. The chroma scaling generated realistic images
all within the monitor gamut, thus avoiding gamut mapping.
5.3 Scale Generation
Results ofpaired-comparison observations were recorded in text files generated by the
paired-comparison software. The paired-comparison results were used to generate
frequencymatrices for each test (with respect to observer), for each of the six test images.
The frequencymatrices were used to generate interval scales using the technique
described by Engledrum (2000). Thurstone's Law ofComparative Judgments, Case V,
with an incomplete data matrix was used for all scale generation. This method uses a
least-squares solution for unanimous observations.
5.3.1 Perceived Chroma-Contrast Scales
Resultant interval scales ofperceived image contrast are shown in Table 5-1 and





mean scale mean pictorial wakeboarder veggies pyramid dinner couple brainscan
1.2 1.364 1.333 1.480 1.175 1.328 1.130 1.552 1.517
1 1.137 1.101 1.128 1.357 1.307 0.758 0.955 1.318
0.8 0.628 0.737 0.669 0.878 0.573 0.673 0.893 0.079
0.6 -0.182 -0.168 -0.369 -0.147 -0.222 0.075 -0.177 -0.254
0 -0.693 -0.737 -0.797 -0.693 -0.694 -0.850 -0.650 -0.475
0.4 -0.934 -0.932 -0.820 -1.140 -0.924 -0.678 -1.100 -0.940
0.2 -1.319 -1.334 -1.291 -1.429 -1.367 -1.108 -1.475 -1.244
Table 5-1. Interval scales of perceived contrast for chroma-manipulated images. Scales were
generated for the six test images and averaged. Scale values of the five pictorial images were
averaged separately.
5.3.2 Image Preference Scales





mean scale mean pictorial wakeboarder veggies pyramid dinner couple brainscan
1 1.231 1.222 1.504 1.152 0.789 0.997 1.667 1.288
0.8 1.098 1.089 1.319 1.022 0.913 1.198 0.995 1.148
1.2 0.700 0.580 1.221 0.401 0.467 0.385 0.427 1.417
0.6 0.215 0.294 0.136 0.227 0.498 0.380 0.228 -0.260
0.4 -0.670 -0.634 -1.008 -0.354 -0.518 -0.288 -1.004 -0.885
0 -1.052 -1.072 -1.296 -1.122 -0.805 -1.265 -0.874 -0.927
0.2 -1.522 -1.479 -1.876 -1.328 -1.345 -1.406 -1.439 -1.781
Table 5-2. Interval scales of image preference for chroma-manipulated images. Scales were
generated for the six test images and averaged. Scale values of the five pictorial images were
averaged separately.
5.3.3 Observer Expertise Comparison
Scales of image preference and perceived contrast were generated for the expert and
naive groups singularly. Naive observer scale values as a function of expert observer
scale values are shown in Figures 5-1 and 5-2 for image preference and perceived
contrast for the six test images. For both image preference and perceived contrast, a
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linear fit to the average scale values has a slope less than one. A slope ofunity would
indicate naive observers had the same variation in their observations as expert observers.
The slopes less than one indicates the naive observers had more variability in their
observations than expert observers for both the image preference and contrast perception
tests.
Chroma-contrast experiments, perceived contrast
y
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Figure 5-1. Chroma-contrast experiment expert observer perceived contrast scale vs. naive observer
perceived contrast scale.
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5.3.3 Observer Expertise Comparison
Scales of image preference and perceived contrast were generated for the expert and
naive groups singularly. Naive observer scale values as a function of expert observer
scale values are shown in Figures 5-1 and 5-2 for image preference and perceived
contrast for the six test images. For both image preference and perceived contrast, a
linear fit to the average scale values has a slope less than one. A slope ofunity would
indicate naive observers had the same variation in their observations as expert observers.
The slopes less than one indicates the naive observers had more variability in their
observations than expert observers for both the image preference and contrast perception
tests.
































Figure 5-1. Chroma-contrast experiment expert observer perceived




Chroma-contrast experiments, image preference test
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Figure 5-2. Chroma-contrast experiment expert observer image preference scale vs. naive observer
image preference scale.
5.4 Analysis
Analyses of the scales ofperceived contrast and preference were performed below. In
upcoming plots of scale values, error bars coinciding with 95% confidence limits of the
mean were generated using Equation 4. 1 unless otherwise noted.
5.4.1 Image Contrast Perception Analysis
Image independent scales ofperceived contrast as a function of image chroma scale were
generated. Scales ofperceived contrast are shown to be nearly image independent for all
images in Figure 5-3. There are only two image manipulations that fall outside 95%
confidence from the mean.
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Figure 5-3. Perceived contrast scale vs. chroma scalar for all six test images.
There are no apparent outliers when analysis is limited to the pictorial images in Figure
5-4. There is a high degree of image independence in chroma-contrast perception.
Perceived contrast levels are shown to be significantly different at several levels of image
chroma, with no difference in lightness.
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Figure 5-4. Perceived contrast scale vs. chroma scalar (five pictorial images only)
This being said, images with identical lightness channels can have significant
differences in perceived contrast due to chroma. From analysis of 95% significance
levels between the higher chroma images, it is understandable why such claims have been
made. Perceived contrast in the 100% chroma images were not significantly different
from contrast in the 120% chroma images. Perceived contrast in the 80% chroma images
was judged significantly different from contrast of the 100% chroma images, but only
when the analyses include the brainscan image. When limited to pictorial images,
perceived contrast in the 100% image was not judged significantly different from that of
the 120% or 80% chroma images. Perceived contrast in the 120% chroma images was
judged significantly different from that of the 80% images.
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Although significant contrast differences due to chroma were shown to exist in
images of identical lightness channel, the relationship was not an ideal linear, monotonic
function. However the achromatic image was perceived to have a significantly higher
level of contrast than the image with 20% of the original image chroma. At 20% chroma
level and above, the perceived contrast increases monotonically with an s-shaped
function. Further experimentation with a higher sampling of chroma at these lower levels
would be needed to determine the nature of the relationship. One possibility is that there
is a discontinuity in the relationship between perceived contrast and chroma at the lowest
chroma levels. Once a perceptible amount of chroma has been added to an achromatic
image, the perceived contrast of that image will follow the monotonic relationship
between perceived image contrast and chroma level shown in these data above 20%
chroma. One possible explanation is that observers are judging the contrast of the
achromatic image relative to its ideal achromatic version, while judging the contrast of
the chromatic image relative to its ideal chromatic version.
Another possibility is that the difference in contrast perception of the achromatic
image could be an empirically based environmental explanation of the interpretation of
the scene (Purves et al, 2001; Lotto, 2000). Observers may perceive lower chroma
images similarly to viewing a scene on a foggy day or when viewing
through a screen. If
objects appear to be less chromatic and distinguishable on a foggy day, lower contrast
levels may be perceived. When viewing
achromatic images, it is possible the observers
are using the knowledge what they are viewing is
an achromatic version of a colorful
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scene. If this were the case, observers may be judging the contrast of the achromatic
image as what they feel would be perceived if the image were colorful. However, if this
empirical interpretation of the scene was the basis for the increased perceived contrast,
one might expect the achromatic image to have a contrast value closer to the 100%
chroma image. Although the empirically based environmental explanation is not ideal, it
is a possible explanation for this phenomenon.
When limiting analysis to chromatic images, there is amonotonically increasing
relationship between perceived contrast and relative image chroma. This relationship
may be attributable to the Helmholtz-Kohlrausch effect where brightness increases as a
function ofchroma.
5.4.2 Image Preference Analysis
Plots of image preference as a function of the image chroma scalar were generated.
Figure 5-5 indicates the chromatic images follow the preference-percept relationship
described previously. Preference increases as a function of chroma-contrast to a point,
then decreases. Figure 5-5 indicates the preference-percept relationship between
chromatic images is somewhat more distinct when limiting analysis to the pictorial
images. Since image manipulations were generated with the intention of remaining
within the monitor gamut, there is only one point where preference decreases after
reaching a maximum. It is expected, as chroma is
boosted beyond the 120% point,
preference will continue to decrease.
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Figure 5-5. Image preference scale vs. chroma scalar for the six test images.
As in the chroma-perception test, the achromatic images had higher preference
scale values than the 20% chromatic images. Unlike in the chroma-detection test, this
result is not surprising. Given the continued use ofblack-and-white photography in
(advertising, newspapers, etc.) it was not surprising that observers would prefer an
achromatic version of an image to a very low chroma version of that image.
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Figure 5-6. Image preference scale vs. chroma scalar (five pictorial images only).
It is observed in Figure 5-5 the chroma-boosted brainscan image is relatively
higher in preference than the pictorial images. The brainscan image is also the only test
image where preference of chromatic images increased throughout the scale. The
continued increase in preference could possibly be attributed to the unnatural subject
matter. It is possible the decrease in preference at the 120% chroma level may be
attributed to a decrease in image naturalness. The brainscan image may have been more
preferred with boosted chroma due to its unnatural subject matter. Figure 5-6 shows a
more pronounced drop in preference at the 120% chroma level when limited to pictorial
images.
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5.4.3 Image Preference vs. Perceived Contrast Analysis
Plotting perceived contrast as a function ofpreference results in the expected preference-
percept relationship observed in the previous experiments. In Figure 5-7, image
preference scale is shown as a function ofperceived contrast scale for pictorial images.
Preference increases as a function of contrast to the 100% chroma level, then decreases.
Observation of this trend is limited due to the lack ofhigh chroma-contrast images.
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Figure 5-7. Image preference scale vs. perceived contrast scale (pictorial only).
The trend is more apparent when observed on average (Figure 5-8). The single
outlier from the trend is the achromatic image. Due to results from the contrast-
perception and image-preference experiments, this outlier was expected. It is believed if
more chroma-boosted images were included in the study, a more distinct relationship
between preference and perceived contrast would be observed.
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Figure 5-8. Mean preference scale vs. perceived contrast scale (pictorial only).
5.5 Chroma-Contrast Experiments Summary
Results of the Chroma-Contrast Experiments have shown chroma manipulations of
images can be scaled for perceived contrast as a function of image chroma. As image
chroma increases, the perception of contrast also increases. The relationship between
chroma-contrast and preference follows a standard preference-percept relationship
function, where preference increases as a function of chroma-contrast to a point, then
decreases.
It was also concluded that perceived contrast in achromatic images is judged
differently than in chromatic images. The hypothesis ofperceived contrast increasing
monotonically with chroma was proven for chromatic
images. It is important to note
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perceived contrast of chromatic images increasedmonotonically with chroma, however
the achromatic image did not fit this trend.
The previous conclusions of the unnatural brainscan image being judged
differently than the natural pictorial images were reinforced. Although amonotonic
relationship was not observed, perceived contrast in chromatic versions of the
brainscan
image increased with chroma through the 120% chroma boosted image. Chroma boosted




The goal of the Sharpness-Contrast Experiments was to scale the effect of lightness-
channel sharpness manipulations on the perception of image contrast and image
preference. Observers performed a paired-comparison Image Preference Test of images
with eight levels of sharpness. Observers then performed a paired-comparison Image-
Contrast Perception Test of the same images used in the Image Preference Test. Pairs
were only compared between manipulations of like subjectmatter.
6.1 Observers
Thirty-two observers participated in the Sharpness-Contrast Experiments, 15 were
considered expert observers, and 17 were considered naive. All observers performed
both the Image-Contrast Perception and Image Preference Tests. Upon scale generation,
naive and expert observations were separated and compared.
6.2 Sharpness-Contrast Experiments Images
For the Sharpness-Contrast Experiments, the lightness channel of themost preferred
image from the Lightness-Contrast Experiments (decrease sigmoid 20) was manipulated
for sharpness. Sharpening was performed using the Adobe Photoshop unsharp mask
tool as described previously.
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The decrease sigmoid 20 image digital counts were transformed to CIELAB
coordinates using the monitor forward model. Image lightness channels were removed
from the color channels, passed through the inverse monitormodel and written out as
RGB images in TIFF format. The TIFF images were then opened in Photoshop where
the unsharp mask filter was applied with radius = 2.0 and amount = 0, 25, 50, 75, 100,
150, 200, and 250. Sharpened images were saved in TIFF format. Sharpened images
were then passed through the monitor forward model into CIELAB coordinates. The
lightness channels of the sharpened images were then substituted for the original
lightness channels of the decrease sigmoid 20 images. For each test image, this
procedure resulted in eight image manipulations, each having a different lightness
channel and identical chromatic channels (images were named Osc, 25sc, 50sc, 75sc,
lOOsc, 150sc, 200sc and 250sc).
6.3 Scale Generation
Results ofpaired-comparison observations were recorded in text files generated by the
paired-comparison software. Paired-comparison results were used to generate frequency
matrices for each test (with respect to observer), for each of the six test images.
Frequencymatrices were used to generate interval scales using the technique described
by Engledrum (2000). Thurstone's Law ofComparative Judgments, Case V, with an
incomplete datamatrix was used for all scale generation. This method uses a least-
squares solution for unanimous observations.
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6.3.1 Perceived Sharpness-Contrast Scales
As mentioned in the previous chapter, the Sharpness-Contrast Experiments and the
chroma-contrast experiments were run simultaneously. Scales ofperceived contrast are
shown in Table 6-1 and discussed in the Analysis section. Scales are shown in order of
nominal sharpness level.
Contrast
Manipulation Sharpness Level average scale average pictoriai/akeboarde veggies pyramid dinner couple brainscan
250s 8 1.566 1.527 1.492 1.750 1.162 1.945 1.286 1.759
200s 7 1.302 1.283 1.433 1.292 1.003 1.654 1.033 1.399
150s 6 0.928 0.886 0.793 0.950 0.761 1.098 0.829 1.139
100s 5 0.221 0.213 0.050 0.231 0.119 0.347 0.319 0.262
75s 4 -0.226 -0.138 -0.103 -0.285 -0.105 -0.085 -0.113 -0.667
50s 3 -0.780 -0.789 -0.709 -0.891 -0.472 -1.332 -0.543 -O.730
25s 2 -1.212 -1.202 -1.116 -1.308 .886 -1.630 -1.071 -1.261
Os 1 -1.800 -1.780 -1.841 -1.741 -1.581 -1.998 -1 .740 -1.900
Table 6-1. Interval scales of perceived contrast for
L*
sharpened images. Scales were generated for
the six test images and averaged. Scale values of the five pictorial images were averaged separately.
6.3.2 Image Preference Scales
As mentioned in the previous chapter, the Sharpness-Contrast Experiments and the
chroma-contrast experiments were run simultaneously. Scales of image preference are
shown in Table 6-2 and discussed in the Analysis section. Scales are shown in order of
nominal sharpness level.
Manipulation Sharpness Level average scale average pictoriai/akeboarde veggies
pyramid dinner couple brainscan
250s 8 -1.371 -1.584 -1.711
-1.594 -1.600 -0.686 -2.331 -0.304
200s 7 -0.801 -0.954 -1.006
-1.040 -1.260 0.159 -1.623 -0.034
150s 6 -0.302 -0.433
-0.128 -0.343 -0.750 0.074 -1.016 0.350
100s 5 0.299 0.315
0.567 0.374 0.148 0.476 0.008 0.221
75s 4 0.529 0.607
0.556 0.452 0.671 0.355 0.999 0.139
50s 3 0.570 0.677
0.762 0.684 0.644 0.127 1.169 0.032
25s 2 0.696 0.844
0.802 0.879 1.047 -0.047 1.540 -0.045
0s 1 0.381 0.529
0.158 0.588 1.101 -0.457 1.254 -0.358
Table 6-2. Interval scales of perceived contrast for
L*
sharpened images. Scales were generated for
the six test images and averaged. Scale values of the five
pictorial images were averaged separately.
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6.3.3 Observer Expertise Comparison
Scales of image preference and perceived contrast were generated for the expert and
naive groups separately. Naive observer scale values as a function of expert observer
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Figure 6-1. Sharpness-contrast naive observer image preference scale vs. expert observer image
preference scale.
For the image preference comparison, a linear fit to the average scale values has a
slope very close to one, indicating good agreement between the expert and naive
observers.
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Figure 6-2. Sharpness-contrast naive observer perceived contrast scale vs. expert observer perceived
contrast scale.
In the Image-Contrast Perception Test comparison shown in Figure 6-2, a linear
fit to the average scale values has a slope less than one. A slope ofunity would indicate
naive observers had the same variation in their observations as expert observers. The
slope less than one indicates the naive observers had more variability in their
observations than expert observers for both the image preference and contrast perception
tests.
6.4 Analysis
Scales ofperceived contrast and image preference were generated using methods
described previously. In the plots of scale values below, error bars indicating 95%
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confidence limits of the mean were generated using Equation (4.1) unless otherwise
noted.
6.4.1 Image Contrast Perception Analysis
Interval scales ofperceived image contrast and image preference were generated as
described previously. These analyses were performed on the six test images.


























































































Figure 6-4. Perceived contrast scale vs. sharpness level for the pictorial images only (see Table 6-1
for sharpness level).
Plots ofperceived contrast vs. sharpness level were generated for all images
(Figure 6-3) and for the pictorial images (Figure 6-4). The relationship between
perceived contrast and sharpness appears to be monotonic and image independent.
Analyses of the pictorial images further strengthen the possibility for a monotonic
relationship between perceived contrast and sharpness. Assumptions as to a linear
relationship between contrast and sharpness cannot be determined based on these data. It
is unknown if there is a linear relationship between the values used in the Photoshop
unsharp mask filter and the nature of the filter. Since sharpness levels were not evenly
spaced, and there is a nearly linear relationship with the levels chosen, it is believed
sharpness is non-linearly related to the sharpness values chosen. Because all
manipulations chosen for this experiment were sharpened, the relationship can only be
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determined for images more sharp than the original (Osc). If images were manipulated to
have a lower sharpness level than the original (blurred), it is believed those images would
decrease in perceived contrast.
6.4.2 Image Preference Analysis
Plots of image preference vs. sharpness level were generated (Figure 6-5 and 6-6). On
average, preference was shown to increase with sharpness to a point, and then decrease.




























Figure 6-5. Image preference scale vs. sharpness level for the six test images (see Table 6-2 for
sharpness level).
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Figure 6-6. Image preference scale vs. sharpness level for the five pictorial images only (see Table 6-2
for sharpness level).
Because all manipulations chosen for this experiment were sharpened, the relationship
can only be determined for images more sharp than the original (Osc). If images were
manipulated to have a lower sharpness level than the original (blurred), it is believed
those images would decrease in preference. Preference as a function of sharpness
produced the most image dependent results encountered in this research. The image
producing data most unlike the others was (as expected) the brainscan image. The
preference of the brainscan peaked at the 150sc level, as opposed to the 25sc level of the
pictorial images. Aside from the brainscan image, there was significant image
dependence between pictorial images. A possible reason for this image dependence
could be the application of the unsharp-mask filter. Frequency analysis of sharpened
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Figure 6-7. PyramidlOOsc FFT relative to unsharpened image FFT. X-axis represents visual
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Figure 6-8. CouplelOOsc FFT relative to unsharpened image FFT. X-axis represents visual
frequency in cycles per degree.
Figures 6-7 and 6-8 show the sharpened frequencies can range anywhere from (visual
resolution) approximately 8 cycles/degree to 22.5 cycles/degree. It seems that very
specific frequencies are chosen for enhancement, rather than an entire band. It is not
known how frequencies are chosen for enhancement within Photoshop. It is of interest to
determine if the image dependence aspect ofpreference vs. sharpness (Figure 6-9 and 6-
10) would decrease if similar frequency bands were enhanced for each test image.
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6.4.3 Perceived Image Contrast vs. Image Preference Analysis
Plots of image preference vs. perceived contrast were generated. Figure 6-10 illustrates
perceived sharpness-contrast follows the preference-percept relationship for the six test
images.
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Figure 6-9. Image preference scale vs. perceived sharpness-contrast scale for the six test images.
Unlike the preference-percept relationships observed in the Lightness-Contrast and
Chroma-Contrast Experiments, there is much more variability in results of the Sharpness-
Contrast Experiments. The increased variability may be due to the use of the
unsharp-
masking function. Although the same procedure was followed in image sharpening, it
may be possible the unsharp mask may be a function of image size, in which case the
same sharpening filter may not be applied to the images.
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Figure 6-10. Mean preference scale vs. sharpness-contrast scale for the six test images.
Figure 6-10 shows mean image preferences as a function ofmean perceived
sharpness-contrast scale for the six test images. On average, the trend of image
preference decreasing at higher levels of sharpness-contrast is apparent, but there is not a
significant difference from the lowest contrast level until the 150sc image.
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Figure 6-11. Mean preference scale vs. sharpness-contrast scale for the five pictorial images only.
Limiting analysis to the pictorial images (Figure 6-11) results in a more distinct
preference-percept relationship, but mostly due to more significant decreases in
preference at higher contrast levels. Since the unsharpened images (Osc) were fairly
sharp to begin with, the decrease in preference at higher sharpness-contrast levels is more
evident than the increase ofpreference at lower sharpness-contrast levels.
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Figure 6-12. Mean preference scale vs. sharpness-contrast scale for brainscan image.
Since the brainscan image peaked in preference at a level higher than the pictorial
images, it was possible to get a more distinct preference-percept relationship (Figure
6-
12). Figure 6-12 shows the brainscan preference vs. perceived contrast strengthens the
hypothesis that lower sharpness levels will produce lower perceived-contrast levels, and
correspondingly lower preference levels.
6.5 Sharpness-Contrast Experiments Summary
Results of the Sharpness-Contrast Experiments have shown sharpness manipulations of
image lightness channels can be scaled for perceived contrast as a function of sharpness.
It can therefore be concluded the perception of image contrast is amonotonic function of
image sharpness. As image sharpness increases, the perception of contrast also increases.
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The relationship between sharpness-contrast and image preference follows a standard
preference-percept relationship, where preference increases as a function of
sharpness-
contrast to a point, then decreases. These results are image independent.
The previous conclusions of the unnatural brainscan image being judged
differently than the natural pictorial images were again reinforced. Although contrast
was perceived similarly in the brainscan image as the pictorial images, it was judged
much differently in the image-preference experiments. The most preferred brainscan
manipulation was at a much higher sharpness-contrast level than the pictorial images.
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7. Scale-Linking Experiments
The goal of the Scale-Linking Experiments was to link the previously generated scales of
Perceived Image Contrast and Image Preference from the Lightness-Contrast, Chroma-
Contrast, and Sharpness-Contrast Experiments. This is done because the interval scales
developed in the previous experiments are independent ofone another and cannot be
linked unless stimuli are included in the separate experiments. Ifpossible, this would
give an indication ofwhat factors a metric ofperceived image contrast should take into
consideration. Observers performed a paired-comparison Image Preference Test of five
images from the Lightness-Contrast Experiments, four images from the Chroma-Contrast
Experiments, and five images from the Sharpness-Contrast Experiments. Observers then
performed a paired-comparison Image-Contrast Perception Test of the same images used
in the Image Preference Test. Pairs were only compared betweenmanipulations of like
subject matter. Based on the results of the previous experiments, only the five pictorial
images were used for the Scale-Linking Experiments.
7.1 Observers
Thirty-two observers participated in the Scale-Linking Experiments, 16 were considered
expert observers, and 16 were considered naive. All
observers performed both the
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contrast-perception and image-preference tests. Upon scale generation, naive and expert
observations were separated and compared.
7.2 Scale-Linking Experiments Images
To link the three scales ofperceived contrast generated in previous chapters, images from
each scale were compared to each other in an independent experiment. No new images
were generated for this experiment. It has been discussed in previous chapters that
manipulations of the brainscan image have been perceived differently for contrast than
the pictorial images. For these reasons, Scale-Linking Experiments were limited to the
five pictorial test images. There were twelve images chosen for the Scale-Linking
experiment. The five images chosen from the lightness-contrast experiments were:
increase sigmoid 10, increase sigmoid 25, decrease sigmoid 20, linear -0.150, and linear
0.150. Three images chosen from the chroma-contrast experiments were: 1.20c, 0.60c,
and 0.20c. Four images chosen from the sharpness-contrast experiments were: 250sc,
150sc, 75sc, 25sc.
7.3 Scale-Linking Scales
The purpose of the Scale-Linking Experiments is to determine if the above independently
generated scales of contrast perception can be linked together. Ifpossible, this would
give an indication ofwhat factors a metric ofperceived image contrast should take into
consideration. The linking experiments were performed on the pictorial test images only.
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The linking experiment resulted in five frequency matrices for each of the preference and
contrast perception tests.
7.3.1 Perceived-Contrast Scales
Scales ofperceived image contrast were generated for the twelve images used in the
Scale-Linking Experiments. Results are shown in Table 7-1 and discussed in the
Analysis section.
Contrast
Manip name Image Number average scale wakeboarder veggies pyramid dinner couple
0.200c 1 -2.014 -2.227 -1.952 -1.822 -2.304 -1.763
0.600c 2 -1.383 -1.600 -1.262 -1.224 -1.786 -1.044
1.20c 3 -0.256 -0.047 -0.130 -0.243 -0.490 -0.369
150sc 4 0.984 1.006 0.966 0.880 1.410 0.658
250sc 5 1.175 1.334 1.170 0.813 1.883 0.673
25sc 6 0.155 0.217 0.301 0.182 -0.046 0.119
75sc 7 0.780 0.800 0.834 0.579 1.076 0.610
dec_sig_20 8 -0.392 -0.364 -0.567 -0.210 -0.485 -0.335
inc_sig_1 0 9 0.990 1.020 0.734 1.042 1.099 1.057
inc_sig_25 10 0.265 0.138 0.210 0.255 0.293 0.430
lin_0.150 11 -0.893 -0.861 -0.906 -0.790 -1.116 -0.790
lin -0.150 12 0.589 0.583 0.603 0.538 0.465 0.754
Table 7-1. Interval scales of perceived contrast for images compared for the linking experiments
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7.3.2 Image Preference Scales
Scales of image preference were generated for the twelve images used in the Scale-
Linking Experiments. Results are shown in Table 7-2 and discussed in the Analysis
section.
Preference
Manip name Image Number average scale wakeboarder veggies pyramid dinner couple
0.200c 1 -1.764 -2.082 -1.673 -1.598 -2.184 -1.282
0.600c 2 -0.565 -1.117 -0.425 -0.180 -0.808 -0.296
1.20c 3 0.475 0.908 0.221 1.055 -0.458 0.650
150sc 4 -0.091 -0.082 -0.074 -0.718 1.091 -0.670
250sc 5 -1.053 -0.902 -0.967 -1.639 0.507 -2.264
25sc 6 0.927 0.826 0.889 0.977 0.794 1.151
75sc 7 0.733 0.849 0.671 0.310 1.473 0.361
dec_sig_20 8 0.739 0.742 0.684 1.071 0.007 1.193
inc_sig_10 9 -0.779 -0.296 -0.671 -0.797 -1.131 -0.999
inc_sig_25 10 0.772 0.775 0.657 0.765 0.623 1.039
lin 0.150 11 -0.041 -0.017 -0.296 0.207 -0.660 0.560
lin -0.150 12 0.645 0.395 0.985 0.547 0.745 0.555
Table 7-2. Interval scales of image preference for images compared for the linking experiments.
7.3.3 Observer Expertise Comparison
Scales of image preference and perceived contrast were generated for the expert and
naive groups singularly. Naive observer scale values as a function of expert observer
scale values are shown in Figure 7-1 for image preference of the five pictorial test
images.
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Figure 7-1. Scale-Unking experiment expert observer image preference scale vs. naive observer
image preference scale.
Naive observer scale values as a function of expert observer scale values are shown in
Figure 7-2 for perceived image contrast of the five pictorial test images. For both image
preference and perceived contrast, a linear fit to the average scale values has a slope less
than one. A slope ofunity would indicate naive observers had the same variation in their
observations as expert observers. The slopes less than one indicate the naive observers
had more variability in their observations than expert observers for both the image
preference and contrast perception tests.
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Figure 7-2. Scale-linking experiment expert observer perceived contrast scale vs. naive observer
perceived contrast scale.
7.4 Analysis
Scales ofperceived contrast and image preference were generated using methods
described previously. In the plots of scale values below, error bars indicating 95%
confidence limits of the mean were generated using Equation (4.1) unless otherwise
noted.
7.4.1 Image Contrast Perception Analysis
Scales ofperceived image contrast are shown in Figure 7-3 for the five pictorial images.
Figure 7-3 indicates the scales appear image independent. Image scale values fall within
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Figure 7-3. Linking experiment perceived image contrast scale (See Table 4-1 for image numbers).
In Figure 7-4, perceived image contrast scales are plotted as a function ofmean perceived
contrast scale. Conformity to the mean is apparent at nearly every perceived contrast
level. Images only fall outside 95% confidence to the mean at the highest contrast levels.
Based on the nearly linear relationship seen in Figure 7-4, the mean perceived contrast
scale seems an adequate representation of the group for further analysis.
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Figure 7-4. Linking experiment perceived image contrast scale vs. mean contrast scale.
7.4.2 Image Preference Analysis
Scales of image preference are shown in Figure 7-5 for the five pictorial images. Figure
7-5 indicates some image dependency with respect to preference. The image dependence
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Figure 7-5. Linking experiment image preference scale (See Table 4-2 for image numbers).
Scales of image preference were generated for the image set (Figure 7-5). There was
more image dependence in the preference judgments as compared to the contrast
judgments. This trend was expected given the results of the previous experiments.
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Figure 7-6. Linking experiment image preference scale vs. average preference scale.
Scales from the dinner image seem to be the only poor fit to the mean. The relationship
between the preference scales is nearly linear to the mean (Figure 7-6).
7.4.3 Perceived Image Contrast vs. Image Preference Analysis
Plots of image preference vs. perceived contrast were generated. Figure 7-7 illustrates
the Linking Experiment perceived-contrast scale follows the preference-percept
relationship with image preference for the five pictorial images. The outliers at the three
highest contrast levels are manipulations of the dinner image.
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Figure 7-7. Linking experiment image preference scale vs. perceived image contrast scale.
Despite the dinner image outliers in Figure 7-7, there is an obvious trend shown in Figure
7-7. The mean image preference scale is shown as a function ofmean perceived contrast
scale.
Linking Experiment Mean Image Prefrence Scale vs.






























Figure 7-8. Linking experiment mean perceived contrast scale
vs. mean preference scale.
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Examination ofFigures 7-3 to 7-8 reveals manipulations of image lightness,
chroma, and sharpness can be scaled for perceived contrast similarly. These results lead
to the hypothesis that perceived contrast can be a function of lightness, chroma, and
sharpness manipulations.
7-5 Linking ofPerceived Image Contrast and Image Preference Scales
Having demonstrated the ability to scale contrast manipulations of lightness, sharpness,
and chroma, scales of contrast-perception and image preference in an image independent
manner, independently generated scales from the lightness, sharpness, and chroma
experiments were linked. Using a least-squares (pseudoinverse) solution, coefficients of
a linear transformation were generated for scales ofperceived contrast and image
preference from the lightness, chroma, and sharpness-contrast experiments.
S2=Sxb (7.1)
b = (S[SiylSfS2 (7.2)
This is shown in matrix notation in Equations 7.1 and 7.2. From Engledrum (2000), the
coefficients bo and bj ofvector b are calculated by the pseudoinverse solution between
scale values of samples on scale 1 (Si) and the scale values of those same samples on
scale 2 (S2). In the case of this experiment, scales ofpreference and perceived contrast
from the Lightness-Contrast, Chroma-Contrast, and Sharpness-Contrast experiments
would be represented by the scale Si, and the scales ofpreference and perceived contrast
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generated in this chapter would be represented by the scale S2. Each scale of contrast and
preference generated a unique set of coefficients for the transformation to the linked scale
(Table 7-3).




















Table 7-3. Linear transform parameters used for linking the lightness, chroma, and
sharpness-
contrast scales.
Equations 7.3 to 7.5 were used to transform lightness, sharpness and chroma-contrast































Original arrays of contrast scale values C, (subscripted with L (lightness), C (chroma)
and S (sharpness)) are transformed by the appropriate coefficients b0 and b, shown above,
to the contrast values of scale C2 (subscripted similarly as Cj). The transformed scale
values are shown in Table 7-4 in order ofdecreasing contrast. This procedure was
repeated for transformation of the corresponding preference scales (Table 7-5).






















































































































PL07 dec_sig_1 5 0.674
PL08 lin_0.0500 0.644
PC02 0.80c 0.607


















PC06 0.00c -1 .440
PL20 pow_0.900 -1.592
PC07 0.20c -1.824
Table 7-4. Linked scales of perceived contrast. Table 7-5. Linked scales of image preference.
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Since image independence ofperceived-contrast has been established in Chapters (4-6),
the mean scale values of the lightness, chroma, and sharpness scales were linked, rather
than the scales associated with each test image. Mean scale values ofperceived contrast
and image preference were transformed to the scales generated in the Scale-Linking
Experiments, along with the values of their associated error bars. The actual scale values
of the 95% limits were transformed as if they were scale values themselves. This was
done to ensure significant differences present in the individual scales were maintained in
the linked scale. Propagation of confidence limits to the linked scale resulted in 95%





































































































































































It is observed from Figure 7-9 the mean scale values can be transformed to linked scale
values while maintaining significant differences present in individual scales. Data labels
in Figure 7-9 correspond to the order that manipulation was on the individual scale (CS01
had the highest contrast value on the sharpness-contrast scale, CC03 had the third highest
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Contrast Order (highest to lowest)
30 35
Figure 7-10. Symbolic illustration of linked perceived-contrast scale to note the location of perceived
contrast scales.
From Figure 7-10 which shows the origins of the data points in a symbolic manner, it is
observed the sharpened images tend to be ofhigher perceived contrast overall. This is
not surprising since sharpness manipulations all increased perceived contrast. The
chroma-manipulated images tend to be at the low end of the scale. Again this is not
surprising since the majority of the chroma manipulations resulted in lower perceived
contrast.
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The three highest perceived contrast manipulations were all sharpened, with the
250sc image judged as highest in contrast overall. The lowest contrast image was
determined to be the 20% chroma image. Interestingly, perceived contrast of this image
is determined to be not significantly different from the gma_0.900 image. This is worth
noting because the white point of the gmajO.900 image is approximately
L* = 63. The
20% chroma image has a white point ofL* = 100. Since both images have black points
of
L* = 0, it is possible to refute claims that image contrast is solely a function of image
black and white points.
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A linked preference scale ofmean scale values was generated (Figure 7-11). Linking the
scales resulted in the image 25sc as the most preferred image manipulation on average.
The least preferred image manipulation, on average, was the 20% chroma image. Despite
several images falling within the confidence limits of others, the scales cover a large
enough area to allow for several levels of significant difference.
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Mean Contrast Scale
Figure 7-12. Linked mean preference scale vs. linked mean perceived contrast scale.
Plotting image preference as a function ofperceived contrast (Figure 7-12) resulted in a
fairly complete preference-percept relationship curve. The perceived contrast range
covered by the linked scale is greater than those generated previously.
Chroma-
manipulated images are observed at the lower-contrast side of the curve, sharpened
images are towards the higher-contrast side of the curve. The lightness-manipulated
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images cover a wider range ofperceived contrast than the chroma or sharpness
manipulated images.
7.6 Scale-Linking Experiments Summary
It has been proven that images having been manipulated for lightness-contrast, sharpness-
contrast and chroma-contrast can be scaled similarly for perceived contrast. In addition,
scales ofperceived contrast can have been linked using a least-squares solution. Both the
scaling and linking have been done in an image independent manner. Similar scales can
be generated for image preference. Relating scales ofpreference as a function of
perceived contrast results in the standard preference-percept relationship confirming the
idea that perceived contrast in an actual perceptual quality of images that can be scaled or
quantified.
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8. Inter-Image Contrast Scaling Experiment
The goal of the Inter-Image Contrast Scaling Experimentwas to determine
observers'
ability to perceive image contrast between images ofdifferent subject matter. If
observers are able to perceive contrast in different subject-matter images, itmay be
possible to determine a truly image independentmetric ofperceived contrast. Observers
performed a paired-comparison Image-Contrast Perception test of themost preferred
image manipulation of the five pictorial test images determined from the results of the
Scale-Linking Experiments. An Image Preference Test was not administered.
8.1 Observers
In the Inter-Image Contrast Scaling Experiment 34 observers were used, 15 expert, 19
naive. Upon scale generation, naive and expert observations were separated and
compared.
8.2 Inter-Image ContrastScalingExperiment Images
To scale the perceived contrast between the five pictorial test images, themost preferred
version from the linked preference scales (25sc) was used. The 25sc manipulations of the
five pictorial images were compared. Since there were only five images compared in this
experiment, the comparisons were
performed five times in a single session. With the
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thirty-four observers, this resulted in 170 observations of each image pair. It is noted
here, that despite the images having had the same manipulation performed on them.
Other than image white point and black point, there is no indication the five test images
have any physical similarities, whether colorimetric, spatial, or otherwise. Any
similarities between the five test images are relative to image manipulations.
8.3 Inter-Image Contrast Scales
The purpose of the Inter-Image Contrast Scaling Experiment is to scale
observers'
ability
to perceive contrast across images ofdifferent subject matter. The Inter-Image Contrast
Scaling Experiment was performed on the pictorial test images only. The contrast
perception experiment resulted in one frequencymatrix of contrast perception. Since
observers judged each image pair five times, a distribution of frequencies between 0 and
5 were achieved for each image.
couple dinner pyramid veggies wakeboarder
couple 0 86 139 141 108
dinner 84 0 132 131 119
pyramid 31 38 0 86 30
veggies 29 39 84 0 32
wakeboarder 62 51 140 138 0
Column Sum 206 214 495 496 289
Table 8-1. Cumulative frequency matrix of 34 observers.
Table 8-1 presents the cumulative results of the 34 observer frequency matrices. The row
entitled Column Sum indicates ihe pyramid and. veggies images will have nearly identical
scale values ofperceived contrast.
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couple dinner pyramid veggies wakeboarder
-0.728 -0.653 0.847 0.850 -0.318
Table 8-2. Interval scales of perceived contrast for 25sc manipulation of the five pictorial test images
compared for inter-image contrast perception test.
Table 8-2 indicates the Pyramid and Veggies images have nearly identical scale values
of
perceived contrast. A plot of this is shown in Figure 8-2 below.
8.3.1 Observer Expertise Comparison
Scales of image preference and perceived contrast were generated for the expert and
naive groups singularly. Naive observer scale values as a function of expert observer
scale values are shown in Figure 8-1 for perceived contrast for the five test images. In
the test ofperceived contrast, a linear fit to the average scale values has a
slope less than
one. A slope ofunity would indicate naive
observers had the same variation in their
observations as expert observers. The slope less than one indicates the naive
observers
had more variability in their observations
than expert observers for both the image



























Figure 8-1. Inter-image contrast perception expert observer image preference scale vs. naive
observer image preference scale.
8.4 Analysis
Since the thirty-four observers compared each image pair five times, n = 34*5 was used
in Equation 8.1 for error bar generation.




8.4.1 Inter-Image Contrast Scaling Analysis
From Figure 8-2, there are three regions of significant difference with respect to the five
test images. Thepyramid and veggies image are perceived to have the highest contrast,
not significantly different from each other. These two images are over 1 .0 contrast scale
units higher than the wakeboarder image, which is perceived slightly higher in contrast
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than the couple and dinner images. The couple and dinner images are not significantly
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Image number
Figure 8-2. Perceived contrast scale vs. test image. 95% error limits = +/- 0.106.
The observer task ofperceiving contrast between images of different subject matter was
considered a significantly harder task than the contrast-perception or image preference
tasks related to experiments in Chapters 4-7. For that reason, observer repeatability was
taken into consideration.
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Observer Frequency Matrix Standard Deviation, 2.5 = 100%
repeatable
Figure 8-3. Histogram of inter-image contrast scaling experiment observer standard deviation (naive
and expert). X-axis represents frequency matrix standard deviation. Observer standard deviation
gives an indication as to the observer repeatability. A standard deviation of 2.5 relates to 100%
repeatability.
Figure 8-3 is a histogram representation of observer frequency vs. observer
standard deviation. The plot was generated as a comparison of observer consistency.
The x-axis represents the standard deviation of the observer selection frequencymatrix
(see Table 8-3). Since each image pair was judged five times throughout the contrast-
perception test, observers with 100% consistent judgments have a frequencymatrix of5's
and 0's. The standard deviation associated with 100% consistency is 2.5. In Figure 8-3,
as standard deviation increases, observer consistency increases. Naive and expert
observer standard deviations are shown separately. From the standpoint of standard
deviation, the naive observers appear more consistent than expert observers due to the
greater number ofobservers with standard deviations over 2.2 units.
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Figure 8-4 represents the cumulative histograms ofnaive and expert observes
from Figure 8-3. The combination of all observers is included in Figure 8-4, in addition
to the two experience levels.






















1.25 1.5 1.75 2 2.25 2.5
Observer Standard Deviation
Figure 8-4. Cumulative histogram of inter-image contrast scaling experiment observer standard
deviation (naive, expert, and their combination). Observer standard deviation gives an indication as
to the observer repeatability. A standard deviation of 2.5 relates to 100% repeatability.
It is important at this time to note the statistic ofobserver frequencymatrix standard
deviation as a lone metric of observer repeatability is somewhat misleading. Although it
does quantify the degree of single observer consistency, it does not quantify the
consistency of the observer to the experience
group.
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Standard Deviation = 2.43
MDF couple dinner pyramid veggies wakeboarder
couple 0 1 5 5 5
dinner 4 0 5 5 5
pyramid 0 0 0 5 0
veggies 0 0 0 0 0
wakeboarder 0 0 5 5 0
row sum 4 1 15 20 10
JAD couple dinner pyramid veggies wakeboarder
couple 0 0 4 0 0
dinner 5 0 5 0 5
pyramid 1 0 0 0 0
veggies 5 5 5 0 5
wakeboarder 5 0 5 0 0
row sum 16 5 19 0 10
Table 8-3. Frequency matrices and row sums of expert observer MDF and naive observer JAD.
Both MDF and JAD had observer standard deviations of 2.43.
From Table 8-3, it is observed two observers of identical observer standard deviation can
have significantly different results. In this case, expert observer MDF unanimously rated
the veggies image to be ofhighest contrast, while naive observer JAD unanimously rated
veggies to be the lowest contrast image. A second occurrence in these observations is
observerMDF chose the couple image at a 20% (4/20) contrast perception frequency,
while JAD chose couple at an 80% (16/20) contrast perception frequency.
Perceived Contrast Selection Frequency
Observer STDEV couple dinner pyramid veggies wakeboarder
BLK 2.18 0.20 0.25 1.00 0.65 0.40
TO 2.18 0.25 0.05 0.80 0.85 0.55
RKH 2.18 0.90 0.05 0.70 0.55 0.30
DLM 2.18 0.15 0.45 0.40 1.00 0.50
Table 8-4. Selection frequency of expert observers RKH and TO, and naive observer BLK and
DLM. All observers with observer standard deviation 2.18.
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A second example is shown in Table 8-4. This case shows four observers, two expert and
two naive. The four observers have identical standard deviations, and significant
differences in their observations. Figure 8-5 illustrates differences in their observations.





























Figure 8-5. Selection frequency of expert observers RKH and TO, and naive observer BLK and
DLM. All observers with observer standard deviation 2.18. Image numbers represent 1-couple, 2-
dinner, 3-pyramid, 4-veggies, 5-wakeboarder.
Differences are present for every test image. The most staggering differences are for
observer RKH with the couple image, and observer DLM with the dinner and veggies
images.
8.5 Inter-Image Contrast Scaling Experiment Summary
Thirty-four observers performed an Image Contrast Perception Test between five images
ofdifferent subject matter. The images chosen were the most preferred version of the
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five pictorial images (25sc), determined from results ofChapter 7. It was shown that
images ofdifferent subject matter could be scaled for perceived contrast. Despite the
presence of significant differences relative to perceived contrast, it was also shown that
observers were highly inconsistent with their observations relative to each other. These
inconsistencies were observed at both the expert and naive experience levels, as well as
between the most and least repeatable observers.
What might have been observed in these experiments is the significance of the
definition of contrast. In the previous experiments we found that scales ofperceived
contrast were similar across subject matter in the pictorial images. In this experiment,
images with different subject matter were compared to determine if an image independent
contrast scale could be constructed. The results of this experiment indicate that the
perceived contrast of an image cannot be reliably related to the perceived contrast in
another image. This supports the notion used in the definition ofperceived contrast that
perceived contrast of an image is judged relative to than ideal representation of that
image. This information was not used in this research.
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9. EmpiricalModeling of Perceived Image
Contrast and Image Preference
Having demonstrated the ability to scale images for both perceived image contrast and
image preference, it is of interest whether these relationships can be modeled empirically
based on image characteristics. Physical image characteristic were used to empirically
model scales ofperceived image contrast. Image preference was modeled as a function
ofperceived image contrast. Two means ofmodeling the perceived contrast difference in
images were developed.
For the purpose of this research, perceived image contrast has been defined in
terms of an image and an observer's most preferred version or internal ideal
representation of that image. For these reasons, image parameters have been used
relative to the most preferred image for Reproduction Versus Preferred (RVP) contrast
model fitting. RVP contrast analysis can be thought of as using the most preferred image
(25sc) as the
"original,"
and the other image manipulations as
"reproductions"
of the
most preferred. Therefore, RVP contrast is the perception image contrast relative to what
has been determined to be the most preferred version of that image.
Although RVP contrast approaches to the goal ofmodeling perceived image
contrast as defined for this research, it requires both an image pair and image preference
information, neither ofwhich are always available. For these reasons, modeling
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perceived image contrast data was also attempted using single image statistics. In Single
Image Perceived (SIP) contrast modeling, physical image parameters from one image are
used as model parameters in an attempt to predict perceived contrast. SIP contrast was
also used to examine contrast differences between images and their most preferred
version.
Image preference was modeled as a function ofperceived contrast scale.
Engledrum (2002) has proposed a means of empirically fitting an image quality function
to perceptual image attributes. This method was derived to express non-monotonic and
non-linear image quality vs. percept relationships. It has been shown in Chapters 4-7,
there is a non-monotonic and non-linear relationship between image preference and
perceived image contrast similar to the quality-percept relationship described by
Engledrum. Using the proposed empirical functions to model the image preference vs.
perceived contrast relationship could strengthen the need for perceived image contrast
information in image quality studies/modeling.
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In upcoming plots ofperceived contrast and preference modeling, image numbers
are organized as shown in Table 9-1 below. Image numbers 1-6 represent chroma-
manipulated images, numbers 7-26 represent lightness-manipulated images, and number




































Table 9-1. Image number and name for upcoming plots. Image numbers 1-6 represent chroma-
manipulated images. Image numbers 7-26 represent lightness-manipulated images. Image number
27-34 represent sharpness-manipulated images.
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9.1 Perceived Image ContrastModeling
For purposes ofmodeling, 5 was added to the mean perceived contrast scale values to
ensure an all-positive scale. Since the brainscan images were judged differently than the
pictorial images, all modeling was limited to the pictorial test images. Because the
achromatic image was judged differently than the chromatic images, modeling was
performed on the chromatic images.
9.1.1 Reproduction Versus Preferred (RVP) ContrastModeling
It was decided before modeling that the RVP contrast model should consist of single
parameters for each of the lightness-contrast, chroma-contrast, and sharpness-contrast
relationships studied here. Since sharpness-contrast manipulations were functions of
image lightness channel, the achromatic contrast parameters may be similar.
9.1.1.1 RVP Lightness-ContrastModeling
Past research of image contrast has shown the importance of the tone reproduction curve
(TRC). The slope of the straight-line portion of the TRC is commonly used as a metric of
image contrast. An analogous function in the RVP analysis could be mapping of relative
pixel achromatic parameters. Parameters chosen for this model fitting were pixel
lightness (L*), luminance (Y), and brightness (L**).
L** has been defined as a predictor
of the Helmholtz-Kohlrausch effect (Fairchild and Pirrotta, 1991). Pixel lightness,
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luminance and brightness were plotted relative to the corresponding pixels of the most
preferred image (25sc). Although generating these plots for these RVP parameters was
straightforward, determination of the appropriate location on the curve to define as the
"straight-line"
was not very intuitive. Figure
9- la to 9- Id illustrates not only is there
difficulty in defining a single point of inflection that would represent the
"straight-line"
portion but there is also a substantial range of output values for each input value.
The range ofoutput lightnesses shown in Figure 9-1 is mostly the result of the
sharpeningmanipulations. The most preferred image was an image that had been
sharpened. Unsharp masking cause increases and decreases in lightness to better define
edges. The greater the sharpening amount, the greater the magnitude of edge lightness

































Figure 9-1 a. couple 0.600c L* vs. couple 25sc L* Figure 9-lb. couple 75sc L* vs. couple 25sc
L*
rajple_200ac.fif L RVP
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Figure 9-lc. couple 200sc
L*
vs. couple 25sc










L* is shown in red. Minimum and maximum output
L*
shown in black.
The following procedure was used to consistently determine where slope
measurements were calculated. The RVP curve of image
L*
was plotted as a function of
the most preferred image L*. The mean output image
L*
was calculated using the 25sc
image L* as input (red line in Figure 9-1). Slopes of this function were calculated at
40%, 45%, 50%, 55%, and 60% of the maximum
output image L*. The three greatest,
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Figure 9-2. Perceived image contrast scale with modeled image RVPiq,. Images are numbered in
order of decreasing contrast for chroma-contrast (Image numbers 1-6), lightness-contrast (Image
numbers 7-26), and sharpness-contrast (Image numbers 27-34)
Equation 9.1 was derived as a model ofperceived image contrast relative to the preferred
image (see Table 9-2 for full model parameters and error metrics). The averaged slope of
the
L* RVP curve is represented by the variable kl.
RVPkl =2.640kl +1.863 (9.1)
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RVPkl represents RVP contrast from lightness. The fit ofRVPkl to the image data is
shown in Figure 9-2. Figure 9-2 illustrates RVPkl does contain some sharpness-contrast
information, and no chroma-contrast information.
9.1.1.2 RVP Chroma-ContrastModeling
Modeling of the perceived chroma-contrast data was straightforward. The mean pixel-
wise image chroma ratio between an image and the preferred-image chroma fit quite well






preferred image C*ab j
RVPkc = 2.00/cc +2.097 (9.3)
RVPKc represents RVP contrast from chroma. From Figure 9-3 it is observed the





























Figure 9-3. Perceived image contrast scale with modeled image RVPitc. Images are numbered in
order of decreasing contrast for chroma-contrast (Image numbers 1-6), lightness-contrast (Image
numbers 7-26), and sharpness-contrast (Image numbers 27-34).
9.1.1.3 RVP Sharpness-ContrastModeling
Since the actual sharpening filter parameters are not known, several parameters were
chosen for modeling sharpness-contrast. Since it is known the sharpening was performed
on the image lightness channel, high-frequency images were created for various image
attributes (lightness, luminance, brightness for example). A pixel-wise ratio image
between the high-frequency images and the high frequency image of the most preferred
image (25sc) was created. The ratio image was then averaged, resulting in a single
number related to sharpness (see Equation 9.4 below). One means of generating the
high-frequency image was SOBEL filtering in IDL. A
second filter was generated based






This filter was generated using a gaussian that peaked at the highest frequencies (see
Figure 9-4). Equation 9.4 was used to define the parameters of sharpness contrast. HF;
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Figure 9-4. High-Pass Filter used for RVPKs calculations.
This filter was designed to reduce the influence of the lowest frequencies and include the
frequencies amplified by the unsharp masking. Equation 9.5 was derived to model RVP
contrast from sharpness (RVPks).
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/?KP/r- =1.038/r +3.988 (9.5)
The variable Ks represents the mean ratio ofhigh-pass lightness images (see Equation
9.4). In Figure 9-5 it is shown the sharpness data is predicted by RVPks. The sharpness-
contrast model does not affect the chroma-contrast data. The slight influence of the
sharpness-contrast model on the lightness-contrast data was expected. Since the
sharpness manipulations were based on the lightness channel, and the sharpness-contrast























Figure 9-5. Perceived image contrast scale with modeled image RVPks. Images are numbered in
order of decreasing contrast for chroma-contrast (Image
numbers 1-6), lightness-contrast (Image




The parameters defined by variables kl (slope ofL* RVP curve), Kc (mean RVP chroma
ratio), Ks (mean high-pass image ratio) plus an offset parameter were used to model the
full mean contrast scale. For the sake of simplicity, linear regression was used.
RVPk = -0.307 + 2.097k-c +1.1 09>cL + 0.547jr5 (9.6)
Equation 9.6 was fit to the mean contrast scale minimizing RMS error. The value RVPk
represents RVP contrast.
Parameters from the RVPk, RVPkl, RVPkc, and RVPks contrast models are
shown in Table 9-2 for comparison. In each case, the RVPk parameter weight is unequal
to the same parameter's weight in the individual models, which is not surprising.
However, the weights associatedwith the Kc and Ks parameters are less than 5% different
from their weights in the individual models, while the KL weight is 27% less than in the
RVPkl model. One possible explanation is the Ks term could be influencing the
prediction of the lightness-contrast data.
Contrast Model
Parameter RVPk RVPkL. RVPkC RVPkS
kC 2.097 0.000 2.000 0.000
id- 1.928 2.640 0.000 0.000
icS 1.054 0.000 0.000 1.038
offset -0.307 1.863 2.517 3.988
Table 9-2. Image RVPkmodels with model parameters and weights.
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Figure 9-6 illustrates the goodness-of-fit of the contrast model. It is observed the
region ofhighest model error is in the high-contrast lightness-manipulated images. The
manipulation associated with the greatest model error is the histogram equalization.























Figure 9-6. Perceived image contrast scale with modeled image RVPk.
In an effort to simplify the perceived contrast equation, Equation 9.7 was fit to the Kl, Kc,
Ks values with no offset.
RVPKsmple = 1 -927Kc + 1 .804^ + 1 .050/r5 (9.7)






RMS Chroma manipulations 0.279 0.312
RMS Lightness manipulations 1.109 1.140
RMS Sharpness manipulations 0.547 0.528









Table 9-3. Parameters and error metrics ofRVPk and RVPiQimp^. RMS error metrics between the
RVPk models and the actual perceived contrast data are shown for the three groups of image
manipulations. Also shown are the weights for the kC, kL, and kS parameters.
Despite these similarities in statistical analysis, Figures 9-7 and 9-8 illustrate there are
slight differences in the relationship between the contrast model and actual contrast scale.
These differences are primarily in the slope of the best-fit line between modeled contrast
and the actual perceived contrast scale.
MODELED RVP CONTRAST VS. ACTUAL CONTRAST SCALE
y
= 0.9387x + 0.3002
R2 = 0.9387
2.0 3.0 4.0 5.0
ACTUAL CONTRAST SCALE
Figure 9-7. Perceived image contrast model RVPk (with offset) vs. actual perceived contrast scale.
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In Figure 9-7, a slope of 0.9387 is shown for the best-fit line of the RVPkmodel, while a






















ELED RVP CONTRAST VS. ACTUAL CONTRAST SCALE
y=0.8948x + 0.5217
R2 = 0.9382
Figure 9-8. Perceived image contrast model RVPiQimpie (without offset) vs. actual perceived contrast
scale.
A slope of 1 in this case represents accurate prediction of the actual contrast scale.
Although on average the RVPk model underpredicts the perceived contrast data, it does
so it at a higher level than the RVPKsjmpie model.
9.1.1.5 RVP Contrast Summary
The most common definition of image contrast is the slope of the straight-line portion of
the tone-reproduction curve between an original and a reproduction. This concept of
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defining contrast with parameters relative to an image pair was used to generate an
empirical model of image contrast between an image and the most preferred reproduction
of that image. Equation 9.5 defines the perception ofReproduction versus Preferred
contrast (RVPk) of an image relative to the most preferred version of that image using
metrics of relative lightness, chroma, and sharpness. Modifications were made to the
model in an attempt to make it simpler and more intuitive. These modifications
sacrificed accuracy in an attempt to achieve purposes of simplicity or intuitiveness.
It is worth noting that this model is based on three parameters the most preferred
image based on previous experiments (Chapter 7). It was not possible to test every
possible combination ofreference images and image parameters.
9.1.2 Single Image Perceived (SIP) Contrast
In the previous section, perceived contrast was modeled as a function of an image and the
most preferred version of that image. In this section, image contrast is treated as a single
image parameter. The concept ofSingle Image Perceived (SIP) contrast is based on
observers'
ability to look at a single image and




The influence of single image characteristics on the perception of image
contrast was investigated. Image statistics were chosen which were expected to influence
lightness-contrast, chroma-contrast, and sharpness-contrast. Linear regression was used
as in the previous model.
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Since there is no reason to expect similar manipulations ofdifferent test images to
have similar colorimetric statistics, SIP contrast models were generated for the five
pictorial test images and averaged. The average SIP contrast model was fit to the all-
positive linked perceived-contrast scale.
9.1.2.1 SIP Lightness-ContrastModeling
Image statistics considered for SIP lightness-contrast (SEPkl) included standard deviation
of image lightness (L*), luminance (Y), andMichelson contrast ofY. Since all images
had black point ofY = 0, Michelson contrast yielded values of 1 for all images. Standard
deviations of lightness and luminance were not significantly different from each other.
Since this research primarily deals with perceived contrast, the perception-based SIPkl
model was preferred (Equation 9.9),
kl=ct2(L*) (9.8)
SIPkl =0.914/r +3.86 (9.9)
Where the variable KL is defined as the standard deviation of image lightness. Figures
9-
9 and 9-10 illustrate the significance of this parameter on the sharpness-contrast data.
The value of SIPkl had no effect on the chroma-contrast data.
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Figure 9-9. Perceived image contrast scale with modeled image SIPkl for all pictorial images.
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Figure 9-10. Mean perceived image contrast scale with modeled image SIPkl.
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9.1.2.2 SIP Chroma-ContrastModeling
Image statistics considered for SIP chroma-contrast (SIPkc) included standard deviation,
mean and median image chroma (C*). All three parameters predicted chroma-contrast
relatively well.
*c=cr2(C) (9.10)
SIPrcc=0M%Kc + 2.496 (9.11)
Since the three chroma statistics tested predicted the scale with equivalently, Kc is
defined as standard deviation of chroma (Equation 9.10) in Equation 9.1 1 for continuity
with the lightness-contrast parameter.



























Figure 9-11. Perceived image contrast scale with
modeled image SIPKc for all pictorial images.
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Figure 9-12. Mean perceived image contrast scale with modeled image SIPKc.
The parameter chosen for the chroma-contrast model seems to have little to no effect on
the lightness or sharpness-contrast data (Figures 9-11 and 9-12).
9.1.2.3 SIP Sharpness-ContrastModeling
Image statistics considered for SIP sharpness-contrast (SIPks) were similar to those in the
RVP sharpness-contrast metric (RVPks). Mean, median and standard deviation of
SOBEL filtered
L*
and Y images were considered. Similar statistics of the high-
frequency
L*
and Y images generated with the filter described in the RVP section were
also considered. Standard deviation of the high-frequency
L* image (Equation 9.12) fit




Figures 9-13 and 9-14 indicate the sharpness-contrast metric does influence the lightness-
contrast data. The chroma-contrast data appear independent of SIPks.





























Figure 9-13. Perceived image contrast scale with modeled image SIPks for all pictorial images.
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Figure 9-14. Mean perceived image contrast scale with modeled image SIPks.
9.1 .2.4 SIP ContrastModeling
The parameters Kl (standard deviation of image lightness), Kc (standard deviation of
image chroma), and Ks (standard deviation ofhigh-passed lightness) were regressed to the
all-positive linked perceived-contrast scale. Equation 9.14 was developed to model the
perceived contrast of a single image (SIPk).
SIPic= -1.505 + 0A31kc+0.\51k:l+666.216/cs (9.14)
Figures 9-15 and 9-16 illustrate the goodness of fit of SIPk to the mean perceived
contrast data. From Figure 9-15 the image dependence of this model is clearly obvious.
There is only one significant outlier noticeable in
Figure 9-16. This outlier is the
histogram equalization manipulation. All other manipulations are modeled well.
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Figure 9-15. Perceived image contrast scale with modeled image SIPk for all pictorial images.
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Figure 9-16. Mean perceived image contrast scale with modeled image SIPk for all pictorial images.
Images of similar mean perceived contrast have differences in SIPk, which appear to be a
scale factor from the mean. The apparent image dependent scale factor indicates there
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may be another factor related to the images content that may bring the image dependent
SIPk scales together.
Mean SIP Contrast Scale vs. Mean Contrast Scale
y=0.97x+ 0.1468
R2 = 0.97
? Contrast scale vs Model
Linear (Contrast scale vs Model)
3.000 4.000 5.000 6.000
Mean Perceived Contrast Scale
7.000
Figure 9-17. Mean SIPk contrast vs. actual mean perceived contrast scale.
Image parameters and their associated SIPk weights are shown in Table 9-4. The
parameter weights in the SIPkmodel resemble the weights for the SIPkl and SIPKc
models. The weight of the Kc term is approximately 30% lower in the SIPkmodel than
in the SIPks model.
Contrast Model
Parameter SIPk delta SIPk SIPkL SIPkC SIPkS
kC 666.216 670.883 0.000 0.000 915.251
kL 0.131 0.151 0.000 0.118 0.000
kS 0.151 0.136 0.194 0.000 0.000
offset -1.505 -1.505 0.386 2.496 4.073
Table 9-4. Image SIPkwith model parameters.
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It is misleading to investigate the parameter weights of a model for significance to
perceived contrast. The magnitude of the SIPks term is on the order of 1/1
0000th
the
magnitude of the SIPkl or SIPkc terms.
Despite image dependency, the strength of the SIPk contrast model is the ability
to quantify differences in perceived contrast. A difference between image SIPk from the
most preferred image SIPk models the difference between their corresponding perceived




= ASIPic (9. 1 5)
In Equation 9.15 the perceived contrast scale value (determined previously) of an image
is C (subscripted i for image and p for preferred), and the modeled perceived contrast of
those same images are SIPk (subscripted similarly). Figures 9-18 and 9-19 illustrate
these differences are image independent. Regressing for minimized RMS ofperceived
image contrast differences gives similar model parameters as achieved when optimizing
for perceived image contrast.
SIPkd = -1.505 + 0. 1 5 \KC+ 0.136^+670.883^ (9.16)
As shown in Figures 9-18 to 9-21, perceived single-image contrast models SIPk and
SIPkd (Equation 9.16) essentially have equal performance relative to prediction of
contrast difference. For the sake of simplicity, SIPk will be defined as the model of
perceived single-image contrast.
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Figure 9-18. SIPk difference vs. image number.
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Figure 9-19. Mean SIPk contrast difference vs. actual mean perceived contrast scale difference.
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Figure 9-21. Mean SIPkd contrast difference vs. actual mean perceived contrast scale difference.
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9.1 .2.5 Single Image Perceived (SIP) Contrast Summary
SIPk, an image dependent model ofperceived image contrast in a single image was
developed based on colorimetric characteristics of a single image (Equation 9.14).
Although the Single Image Perceived Contrast (SIPk) model cannot be used to predict
contrast differences between images ofdifferent subject matter, contrast differences
between images of the same subject matter can be predicted. In addition, perceived
image contrast differences of image contrast manipulations performed on images of
different subject matter can be predicted. The description ofperceived contrast
differences using SIPk is intuitive since images perceived of equal contrast have a SIPk
difference of zero.
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9. 1 .3 Perceived Image ContrastModel Fitting Summary
Mathematical model fitting ofperceived contrast data was attempted in two independent
manners. The first method ofmodel fitting was to take physical parameters of an image,
relate them to the most preferred version of that image, and use that relationship to define
the perception of image contrast. This model was called Reproduction versus Preferred
(RVP) contrast. This attempt was to determine if the perception of image contrast in a
single image can be described by its relationship to what observers would perceive to be
the most preferred version of that image. RVP contrast was modeled as a function of the
slope of the straight-line portion of an RVP lightness curve, the mean ratio of image
chroma to preferred image chroma, and the mean ratio of image high-frequency
information to that of the most preferred image. The RVPk contrast model (Equation
9.6) enables the description of image contrast relative to the most preferred version of
that image.
The second method ofperceived contrast model fitting was the generation of a
single image contrast metric. Single Image Perceived (SIP) contrast was attempted since
contrast is commonly judged in images without reference to an original scene or an
original image (as is the definition of image contrast). SEP contrast (SIPk) was modeled
as a function of image lightness standard deviation, chroma standard deviation, and the
standard deviation ofhigh-frequency image information (Equation 9.14). An image
dependentmodel of SIP contrast was developed in which similar manipulations of
different test images were proportional. Because this model is based on single image
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colorimetric statistics, image independence was expected. Differences between image
manipulation SIP contrast values are, however, image independent. Differences in SIP
contrast can predict similar contrast manipulations performed on images ofdifferent
subject matter.
9.2 Image PreferenceModeling
Two empirical models of image contrast have been developed. The first model, RVPk,
defines perceived contrast of an image relative to the most preferred version of that
image. The second model, SIPk, defines the contrast of a single image relative to
perceptual attributes of that image. The SIP contrast model is more intuitive for
describing contrast differences between images. The two contrast models, along with the
SIPk differences were modeled for preference using the procedure described by













In/7 (9, x is the percept (perceived contrast in this case) and xO is the peak of the image
quality scale (preference in this case). The
parameters a and b are familiar decay and
width parameters. Variables in Equation (9.17) control the location, xl, and extent, c, of
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f2(). Fw, the product offlQ, f2() and scale factor d, is used to empirically represent the
non-monotonic, non-linear, image quality vs. percept relationship. These results support
the use of a perceptual contrast metric in image quality, preference and difference studies.
9.2.1 Modeling Image Preference vs. RVP Contrast
Image preference,/^, was modeled for both the actual perceived contrast scale, and the
RVP contrast model. FunctionsflQ andf2Q were generated for the five pictorial images
and averaged. The functionfwQ was calculated as the product of the averagedflQ and
averaged/2(9 and d. Function parameters were optimized for RMS error betweenJwQ
and the actual image preference scale. From Figure 9-22, it is clear that there is an image
independent relationship betweenmodeled image preference and RVP contrast.
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CONTRAST SCALE
Figure 9-22. Modeled image preference vs. RVPk. Actual scale is the actual image contrast scale vs.
the actual perceived contrast scale.
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Parameters used for thefvQ function are shown in Table 9-5.
































Table 9-5. Image preference parameters, modeled from RVPk and SIPk
9.2.2 Modeling Image Preference vs. SIP Contrast
Image preference,/w(9, was modeled for both the actual perceived contrast scale, and the
SIP contrast model. Functionsfl () andf2() were generated for the five pictorial images
and averaged. The function/w(9 was calculated as the product of the averaged/7 (9 and
averagedf2() and d. Function parameters were optimized for rms error betweenfw() and
the actual image preference scale. From Figure 9-23, it is clear there is an image
dependent relationship between modeled
image preference and perceived contrast, SIPk.
At this point it is misleading to draw conclusions
from the image dependent results as to
preference between different subject matter images.
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Figure 9-23. Modeled image preference vs. RVPk
Modeling image preference as a function of contrast difference yielded an image
independent relationship. Given the likeness of the preference curves ofFigure 9-23, the
preference-percept relationship was expected. It is intuitive that preference should
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Contrast Difference from Most Preferred
Figure 9-24. Modeled image preference vs. RVPk difference from preferred image.
Parameters for preference as a function ofSIPk and SIPk difference were identical.
9.2.3 Image PreferenceModeling Conclusions
The two metrics of image contrast were modeled for image preference. Image
independentmodels were fit for the RVPk and SIPk difference metrics. Image
dependent results were fit for the SIPk contrast metric. These results ensure that the
image preferencefwQ model used for fitting image quality data can be used to model the
preference-percept relationship. Fitting image preference as a function of to RVPk
illustrates preference can be modeled as a function of image pair characteristics. Fitting
image preference as a function ofSIPk difference illustrates image preference can be
modeled as a function of single image characteristics.
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10. Image DifferenceMetric Application
One goal of this research was the generation of a large-scale perceived image contrast
data set for use in image-difference models. Using the image difference model proposed
by Johnson (2002), image differences were calculated between images manipulated for
perceived contrast and theirmost preferred image manipulation.
10.1 Image DifferenceMetric Application Images
Perceived image contrast has been defined between an image and the
observers'
most
preferred version of that image. For those reasons, image differences were calculated
between all image manipulations and the most preferred version of the images (25sc).
Using the color image differencemodel described by Johnson (2001), image differences
were calculated between the 25sc image and all other image manipulations used in this
research. Image differences were calculated for the five pictorial test images.
10.2 ImageDifferenceMetricApplication Analysis
Actual image difference statistics are shown in Appendix 4. From Figure 10-1 it is
observed the image difference metric predicts differences from the most preferred image
due to perceived contrast, however perceived contrast differences do not necessarily
correlate with image differences. If image differences were solely based on image
contrast differences, a V-shaped function would be observed Figure 10-1.
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Figure 10-1. Mean image differences vs. Actual Contrast Scale Difference from most preferred
(25sc).
For some test images, differences can be seen where images of similar contrast
have different image differences (wakeboarder and dinner specifically). This
dissimilarity in image differences could be due to different contrast manipulations. In
previous chapters it was shown there were several image manipulations that did not have
significant differences with respect to perceived contrast. In examination ofFigure 10-1,
images with lower image differences at higher contrast levels had undergone sharpness
manipulations. Images with higher image differences had undergone a lightness
transformation. It is worth repeating here, image differences are from the most preferred
image manipulation (25sc), which had been sharpened. It makes sense conceptually, for
example, that an image perceived to have high contrast due to sharpness is less different
from an image with lower contrast due to sharpness, than an image ofhigh contrast due
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to some lightness manipulation is different from the image of low sharpness-contrast.
This being said, it can be hypothesized that the image difference metric is giving weight
to larger areas of the image than to the edges. The images manipulated for sharpness-
contrast were only manipulated at the highest frequencies. Thus, only lightness-channel
pixels near edges would be changed. Images manipulated for lightness-contrast had a
uniform transform applied to all the pixels. In other words, two images of the same
original can be perceived to be of equal perceived contrast despite having a substantially
different number ofpixels changed from the original. Image differences due to edge
information are most likely weighted less than image differences due to larger, more
uniform, image areas.
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Figure 10-2. Mean image differences vs. SIPkContrast Difference from most preferred (25sc).
Figure 10-2 illustrates the same image differences from the most preferred, as a
function of image SIPk difference from the most preferred. The trends noticed in Figure
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10-1 can be seen in Figure 10-2 as well. The relationship between image difference and
SIPk difference in Figure 10-2 is much closer to the V-shaped function expected for
image differences based solely on contrast. This could be due to the colorimetric bases
of the SIPk differences. The SIPk differences, like the image difference metric is based
on colorimetric characteristics of the images.





























Figure 10-3. Median image differences vs. contrast scale difference from most preferred (25sc).
Similar results to the mean image differences can be observed in plots ofmedian
image differences. Figure 10-3 illustrates median image difference as a function of
perceived contrast scale difference from the preferred. Figure 10-4 illustrates median
image difference as a function of SIPk difference from the preferred. In both Figure 10-3
and 10-4, the wakeboarder image has the most significant difference between images of
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Figure 10-4. Median image differences vs. SIPk Contrast Difference from most preferred (25sc).
10.3 ImageDifferenceMetric Application Summary
A goal of this research was the generation of a large-scale data set of image contrast to be
used in image difference metric applications. It was learned here that images with
colorimetric differences could have similar levels ofperceived contrast. These results
demonstrate that perceived contrast is a function ofmultiple image parameters and
encourage the use of a perceived contrast metric that can be empirically determined based
on the manipulations of these parameters. Using differences in perceived contrast scales,
and differences in the SIPkmodel, colorimetrically different images were shown to
exhibit similar levels ofperceived contrast.
Despite the demonstration that image differences can be shown which are not
solely based on perceived contrast, a modular image difference metric could predict
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differences in perceived contrast. Three image parameters were found to impact
perceived contrast based on image colorimetry. Ifother parameters are found to impact
perceived contrast, the results shown here could be improved upon.
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11. Conclusions
Psychophysical experimentation was performed on the perceived contrast of color images
and its effect on observer preference. Goals of this research included the following:
investigation into the roles of image lightness, chroma and sharpness manipulations on
perceived image contrast; modeling the perception of image contrast with physical image
parameters; the relation ofperceived contrast of an image to themost preferred version of
that image; and the generation of a large-scale image contrast data set for later use in
image difference/qualitymetric development. These goals were undertaken by
administration of soft-copy paired-comparison experiments ofperceived image contrast
and observer preference. These tests were over fourmonths, performed by over seventy
observers.
Perceived image contrast was determined to be scalable with respect to lightness,
chroma, and sharpness manipulations. Perceived image contrast scales were image
independent between five pictorial images. Significant contrast differences between
images of identical white and black points were perceived, demonstrating that image
white and black points do not solely determine image contrast. Significant image
contrast differences were found between full color images and their achromatic versions,
thus demonstrating that perceived image contrast is a function of image chroma
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information. It was also shown that the perceived contrast of achromatic images is higher
than perceived contrast ofvery low-chroma images.
Perceived image contrast was empiricallymodeled using physical parameters of
the images. Values based on image lightness, chroma, and sharpness information were
used to model the perception of image contrast in a relative and stand-alone sense. In
Reproduction Versus Preferred contrast (RVPk) modeling, image parameters were taken
relative to themost preferred version of the image. In Single Image Perceived contrast
(SIPk) modeling, parameters of single images were fit to scales ofperceived contrast.
RVPk modeling illustrated that image contrast is perceived relative to themost preferred
version of that image. Although SIPk modeling resulted in scales ofdifferent
magnitudes, differences in SIPk from the most preferred version of the image fit the
perceived image contrast data. SIPk analysis indicated differences in perceived contrast
were perceived image independent, and reinforced perception of image contrast relative
to themost preferred version of an image. This concept of contrast perception relative to
the preferred image indicates image contrast can be described without knowledge of an
original scene in the image capture sense or knowledge of an original image in the image
reproduction sense.
Relating this research to image difference studies proved that significantly
differentmanipulations of the same image could have similar levels of contrast. These
results demonstrate that perceived image contrast if a function ofmultiple image
160
parameters as opposed to being a function solely of the TRC or other measures of imaged
lightness dynamic range.
It was learned that perceived contrast in pictorial (natural) images could be
gauged independently of image content. Different pictorial images of similar image
manipulations can be scaled for contrast similarly. It was also learned that pseudocolored
(unnatural) images could be scaled for perceived contrast similarly to pictorial images.
Image preference ofpseudocolored images was judged differently than image preference
ofpictorial images. Nai've observers have been shown to perceive contrast similarly to
expert observers. This information is of significance to the color imaging community and
should be incorporated into further studies, as necessary.
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Appendix 3
Observer Dual Scaling results. In these plots, the x-axis corresponds to observer percept
result (either perceived contrast or preference. The y-axis corresponds to observer
results. Red triangles correspond to the twenty imagemanipulations; the blue diamonds
correspond to the thirty-two observers. Plots were examined for groupings representative
ofobserver experience, gender, ethnicity, etc. Most experiments consisted of a few
outliers, no significant grouping was observed in these analyses.
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Mean Variance Skewness Curtosis Ivlax 1Median
2.53002 4.85121 2.37156 9.19598 35.0906 1.89411
2.63433 4.76761 2.37843 9.47569 34.1762 2.03316
3.18147 5.72476 2.15679 8.74622 43.2647 2.59208
3.83787 7.88907 1.95154 7.08417 39.0096 3.15639
4.55441 1 1 .2808 1 .88742 6.36607 46.7313 3.74243
11.0392 65.7156 1.38182 2.30399 73.3303 9.07947
8.62715 68.3946 3.6574 19.3733 101.59 6.73409
7.21754 43.8048 3.77884 23.2102 89.9797 5.70611
13.2096 88.7966 1.16138 1.61211 80.5074 11.1619
5.99378 26.3989 3.55951 24.9681 93.5886 4.78756
6.90634 27.0356 1.51777 3.5304 65.6968 5.61975
4.98889 18.7071 3.38021 24.0835 75.2703 3.899
5.38278 16.8403 1.52659 3.96601 55.4132 4.32106
4.62305 12.6002 1 .57034 4.37359 49.5541 3.69512
4.00422 11.9966 3.18342 24.762 88.0176 3.1093
3.63821 9.21301 1.82214 5.4751 41.7857 2.81002
2.63117 6.2533 2.30381 8.25661 39.3156 1.86755
3.36816 7.75638 1.90591 6.347 39.2268 2.59318
2.1916 4.03988 2.46735 10.1121 32.6423 1.58822
3.59916 8.53898 2.04794 7.635 44.3346 2.77631
3.77022 7.85134 1.85995 6.90439 41.3223 3.18852
3.96396 9.53806 2.12424 8.15868 44.2515 3.11856
4.43427 10.9838 2.15607 8.60624 53.7634 3.57537
4.28185 11.1825 2.27753 9.6801 54.54 3.35045
6.34894 20.1798 1.84776 6.65786 67.3005 5.28909
8.63466 28.7504 1.72266 6.54772 70.6934 7.90932
7.23918 21 .5904 1.88248 7.91068 60.0151 6.57119
5.67844 15.0209 2.10635 10.0506 71 .8336 5.04144
3.84939 8.23014 2.57877 14.8887 47.8044 3.30219
2.95136 5.61999 2.69553 15.9271 46.5396 2.42043
2.05747 3.75541 2.67262 12.6606 35.8829 1.48931
0 0 NaN I""JaN 0 0
food_25sc.tif Mean Variance !Skewness Curtosis IVlax IMedian
food_1.20c.tif 2.08411 4.4879 3.01513 15.6446 45.7896 1.41569
food_0.800c.tif 2.18934 4.36882 3.00829 16.0229 43.3844 1.58419
food_0.600c.tif 2.55166 5.12668 2.62773 12.773 48.1638 1.90525
food_0.400c.tif 3.0179 6.75688 2.28782 9.36392 45.2685 2.27105
food_0.200c.tif 3.53086 9.31708 2.10286 7.17887 45.0403 2.64638
food_inc_sig_1 0.tif 11.4429 68.4741 1.32642 2.26461 73.5759 9.56004
food^gma_1 .05.tif 16.4098 334.857 2.05577 3.87984 113.483 9.2952
food_lin_-0.200.tif 13.2132 240.088 2.45986 6.21393 110.535 7.64693
food_heq.tif 11.8431 115.979 1.40369 1.61375 76.6785 7.84373
food_lin_-0.150.tif 9.66414 143.686 3.0341 10.5395 109.104 5.78257
food_inc_sig_1 5 .tif 6.97741 26.1656 1.64244 4.99524 71.7008 5.89057
food_lin_-0.100.tif 6.32816 64.6784 3.96409 20.583 99.1321 4.04965
food_inc_sig_20.tif 5.19135 16.9013 1.96274 6.99619 58.5087 4.16748
food_inc_sig_25.tif 4.56821 12.8146 2.03356 7.83839 49.2105 3.74157
food_lin_-0.0500.tif 3.94553 17.6166 4.53875 36.2809 83.853 2.87407
food .OO.tif 3.40006 8.81269 2.45207 10.1808 44.1718 2.61349
food_dec_sig_25.tif 2.33045 5.85238 2.98555 14.4831 40.2082 1.56913
food_lin_0.0500.tif 3.3175 8.34784 2.5474 11.7526 46.3214 2.52251
food_dec_sig_20.tif 1 .88702 3.79856 3.28853 19.2726 44.0263 1.27214
food_lin_0.100.tif 3.62669 9.66339 2.46283 10.6745 46.7859 2.71275
food_dec_sig_1 5.tif 3.24441 7.32996 2.36698 10.4465 39.7581 2.61287
food_lin_0.150.tif 4.09574 11.5501 2.38828 9.89556 57.0616 3.08754
food_lin_0.200.tif 4.63764 13.9124 2.30303 8.95177 49.5044 3.57153
food_gma_0.950.tif 4.86788 14.9677 2.17385 7.85542 54.364 3.71305
food_gma_0.900.tif 7.22726 27.4454 1.79932 5.46575 66.9 5.87535
food_250sc.tif 6.71603 21.5576 2.63642 13.6804 71.0353 5.84863
food_200sc.tif 5.61639 16.7314 2.91391 16.4853 70.6486 4.78848
food_150sc.tif 4.42818 11.884 3.10879 18.2608 56.3403 3.65286
food_100sc.tif 3.047 6.62761 3.50317 24.8478 54.1822 2.41459
food_75sc.tif 2.35456 4.54788 3.43557 22.6003 44.3685 1 .77979
food_50sc.tif 1.66109 3.05695 3.33704 18.295 34.9026 1.11515
food 25sc.tif 0 0 NaN I^JaN 0 0
pyramid_25sc.tif Mean Variance Skewness Curtosis IMax !Median
pyramid_1 .20c.tif 2.07869 3.99589 3.1544 19.0997 38.51 1.47437
pyramid_0.800c.tif 2.11767 3.39824 3.11702 20.7543 45.6654 1.583
pyramid_0.600c.tif 2.80877 5.0571 2.19126 9.91362 44.6849 2.10779
pyramid_0.400c.tif 3.54612 8.28664 1.91896 6.46764 39.4604 2.60741
pyramid_0.200c.tif 3.90641 9.22388 1.83234 5.4173 40.0951 3.01049
pyramid_inc_sig_1 0.tif 8.28805 47.4314 1.82816 4.38406 77.4749 6.42009
pyramid^gma_1 .05.tif 9.34086 149.462 3.30975 12.4565 108.988 5.68466
pyramid_lin_-0.200.tif 7.93142 112.659 3.61728 15.1246 105.199 4.91528
pyramid_heq.tif 6.87163 26.2974 1.55922 4.28006 69.3434 5.66701
pyramidj in_-0 .150.tif 6.2377 74.8351 4.20521 21.3732 99.4855 3.94669
pyramid_inc_sig_1 5.tif 5.1614 17.5441 1.91714 6.36683 66.3338 4.10457
pyramid_lin_-0.100.tif 4.59282 42.0453 5.2569 35.8079 95.2248 3.04335
pyramid_inc_sig_20.tif 3.95598 10.3037 2.01367 7.70017 49.7837 3.15917
pyramid_inc_sig_25.tif 3.36646 7.47281 1.96867 7.36716 43.1096 2.67542
pyramid_lin_-0.0500.tif 3.01387 10.098 5.36599 52.0894 69.7775 2.26888
pyramid_jgma_1 .OO.tif 2.54506 4.88216 2.22479 9.354 37.3018 1.92583
pyram id_dec_sig_25 .tif 1.85444 3.50026 3.02882 17.2627 40.2183 1.2588
pyramid_lin_0.0500.tif 2.55923 4.96763 2.49659 12.9057 43.4473 1.86289
pyramid_dec_sig_20.tif 1.62586 2.72057 3.82342 29.5949 39.0936 1.13685
pyramid_iin_0.100.tif 3.0188 6.36687 2.44474 11.9147 48.5543 2.21731
pyramid_dec_sig_1 5.tif 2.87317 5.25333 2.95904 20.6513 51.5014 2.34003
pyram id_lin_0. 1 50.tif 3.5018 7.71024 2.5868 13.0058 47.7242 2.69572
pyramid_lin_0.200.tif 4.13729 9.65595 2.47414 11.8577 52.3749 3.31252
pyramid_gma_0.950.tif 4.1433 10.9417 2.39965 10.5829 54.4791 3.16794
pyramid_gma_0.900.tif 6.53782 22.8647 1.88018 5.84853 57.1123 5.23768
pyram id_250sc.tif 7.45643 25.6846 2.19538 10.4168 66.3453 6.67607
pyramid_200sc.tif 6.1838 19.5757 2.67908 15.1847 72.3831 5.4376
pyramid_150sc.tif 4.76741 13.3543 3.21214 20.5991 71.4492 4.07449
pyramid_100sc.tif 3.14783 7.38227 4.35555 36.3391 53.7709 2.5873
pyramid_75sc.tif 2.354 4.59372 4.83424 47.2486 55.0686 1.87115
pyramid_50sc.tif 1.44736 2.10542 4.42353 39.6057 32.1368 1.05745
pyramid_25sc.tif 0 0 NaN NaN 0 0
veggies_25sc.tif Mean Variance !Skewness Curtosis lMax IMedian
veggies_1 .20c.tif 2.0639 4.6775 3.41591 22.0917 52.4218 1.36657
veggies_0.800c.tif 1.99945 3.11401 3.10576 19.1595 35.8663 1.47966
veggies_0.600c.tif 2.64437 4.9646 2.33478 9.89373 41.0169 1.92198
veggies_0.400c.tif 3.41126 8.78745 2.14366 6.69287 41.6186 2.42493
veggies_0.200c.tif 4.29714 14.8466 2.12173 5.89014 45.5545 3.02324
veggies_inc_sig_1 0.tif 10.546 71.6921 1.41629 2.28487 102.006 8.0986
veggies_gma_1 .05.tif 7.09315 56.8915 4.32111 26.4386 101.976 5.28679
veggies_lin_-0.200.tif 5.87816 36.3619 4.6756 33.6535 102.237 4.45928
veggies_heq.tif 9.46886 54.8949 1.7924 4.87071 84.7049 7.57635
veggies_lin_-0.150.tif 4.81994 21.0659 4.56856 38.0426 99.6267 3.71006
veggies_inc_sig_1 5.tif 6.66678 30.4302 1.57849 3.42622 58.7654 5.03207
veggies_lin_-0. 1 0O.tif 3.90673 11.9639 3.86632 35.1906 87.8891 3.02015
veggies_inc_sig_20.tif 5.03713 18.0723 1.69823 4.48891 51.9784 3.75736
veggies_inc_sig_25.tif 4.23471 13.1759 1.80898 5.51518 52.4157 3.13649
veggies_lin_-0.0500.tif 3.20455 7.54481 2.47144 13.6996 57.44 2.4372
veggies_gma_1 .OO.tif 2.8878 6.61042 2.21183 9.36421 44.4937 2.12627
veggies_dec_sig_25.tif 1.78654 3.17271 3.25834 19.6176 35.5781 1.25193
veggies_lin_0.0500.tif 2.78584 6.10882 2.41663 11.6051 43.2475 2.02479
veggies_dec_sig_20.tif 1 .59448 2.65179 3.58278 24.0038 34.5717 1.10469
veggies_lin_0.1OO.tif 2.96281 6.40837 2.5772 13.0849 45.9212 2.20082
veggies_dec_sig_1 5.tif 3.30617 6.93453 2.21394 10.0218 46.0036 2.64949
veggiesjin_0.150.tif 3.32328 7.17865 2.64012 13.4255 44.0248 2.58529
veggies_lin_0.200.tif 3.742 8.04194 2.65963 13.9195 48.0208 3.03568
veggiesjma_0.950.tif 3.56217 7.93149 2.72342 14.2667 51.0103 2.82841
veggies_gma_0.900.tif 5.80874 16.863 2.00358 8.04739 65.6621 4.88405
veggies_250sc.tif 7.43359 31.1105 2.45845 10.377 72.5006 6.16376
veggies_200sc.tif 6.20617 24.2846 2.7306 12.6428 69.4385 5.02175
veggies_150sc.tif 4.81362 16.9776 3.11068 16.6784 65.4154 3.77134
veggies_100sc.tif 3.20606 8.87731 3.75225 25.8596 58.0512 2.42405
veggies_75sc.tif 2.3389 5.16328 4.16479 34.2789 66.3912 1.73245
veggies_50sc.tif 1.43894 2.18893 4.11434 33.4281 33.6812 1.01574
veggies_25sc.tif 0 0 NaN I^JaN 0 0
wakeboarder_25sc.tif Mean Variance :Skewness Curtosis !Max IMedian
wakeboarder_0.200c.tif 1 1 .2599 31.9043 -0.284742 1 .44025 65.2188 13.1474
wakeboarder_0.400c.tif 7.99038 16.7099 0.251986 4.31257 61 .2602 9.18509
wakeboarder_0.600c.tif 5.10528 7.64141 1 .32484 11.4301 41.6716 5.72026
wakeboarder_0.800c.tif 2.59893 3.18299 4.56112 44.1571 37.1209 2.70567
wakeboardeM .20c.tif 2.32593 3.71279 6.51013 66.1104 45.3843 2.3476
wakeboardeM00sc.tif 1.32894 8.60881 5.7159 42.2864 54.0884 0.443911
wakeboardeM 50sc.tif 2.02973 16.263 4.50872 25.6591 67.9424 0.668838
wakeboarder_200sc.tif 2.61869 23.5072 3.90766 19.067 69.0647 0.855484
wakeboarder_250sc.tif 3.18447 31.1297 3.48284 14.8717 73.6217 1 .08433
wakeboarder_25sc.tif 0 0 NaN IMaN 0 0
wakeboarder_50sc.tif 0.61476 2.20525 8.53668 100.803 34.3565 0.249208
wakeboarder_75sc.tif 0.98073 5.21975 6.78183 60.2104 52.0274 0.3777
wakeboarder_dec_sig_1 5.tif 2.10981 11.4048 5.39607 36.074 55.5677 1.425
wakeboarder_dec_sig_20.tif 0.789548 2.993 8.046 85.0298 40.3748 0.408906
wakeboarder_dec_sig_25.tif 1.16648 3.98389 7.18176 70.3335 42.0931 0.757804
wakeboarder_gma_0.900.tif 17.7355 102.593 0.915839 3.12028 91 .4335 17.5043
wakeboarder_gma_0.950.tif 9.5649 55.4068 2.48288 8.94327 87.3138 8.57312
wakeboarder_gma_1 .OO.tif 2.60453 12.0499 5.65176 45.2692 71.731 2.01748
wakeboarder_gma_1 .05.tif 14.475 98.505 2.89963 13.8844 107.792 13.0564
wakeboarder_heq.tif 14.836 146.857 0.935352 0.787892 98.582 11.1094
wakeboarder_inc_sig_1 0.tif 9.12435 70.5472 3.35588 16.9913 99.0843 8.05153
wakeboarder_inc_sig_1 5.tif 5.88709 38.8448 4.16947 25.9651 95.5489 4.9737
wakeboarder_inc_sig_20.tif 4.53189 26.7111 4.67309 32.179 93.4776 3.74027
wakeboarder_inc_sig_25 .tif 3.86148 21.4544 5.04771 37.5048 98.01 3.13722
wakeboarder_lin_0.0500.tif 1 .75786 1 1 .8288 5.30922 33.7218 53.4666 0.883035
wakeboarder_lin_-0.0500.tif 5.16422 26.2872 4.5437 30.7043 97.1441 4.42876
wakeboarderjin_0.1 OO.tif 4.34696 24.5871 3.92246 17.9257 62.0735 3.33865
wakeboarder_lin_-0.1 OO.tif 7.79489 44.6227 3.78236 21.3889 93.9551 6.86
wakeboarderjin_0.150.tif 7.24253 41.9234 2.99725 11.3503 74.2166 6.15058
wakeboarder_lin_-0.150.tif 10.3314 63.8268 3.37518 17.5247 103.553 9.23396
wakeboarder_lin_0.200.tif 10.0544 59.716 2.40475 8.3921 87.6486 9.02981
wakeboarder lin -0.200.tif 12.7923 83.278 3.07034 15.0129 105.764 11.5178
